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A critical challenge for aquatic scientists is to understand how grazer populations will
respond to the proliferation of toxic algal blooms. Previous studies suggest that a novel mutation
in the voltage-gated sodium channel of the copepod grazer Acartia hudsonica accounts for its
evolutionary adaptation to the toxic dinoflagellate Alexandrium spp. I hypothesized that
expression of the mutant sodium channel isoform is adaptive for copepods challenged with toxic
Alexandrium spp.
To test this hypothesis I first compared fitness proxies and isoform expression
measurements of individual copepods as a function of toxin dose. Since both wild-type and
mutant isoforms are always expressed, I partitioned individuals into three expression groups:
predominantly mutant (PMI), predominantly wild-type (PWI), or equal proportion (EI) isoforms.
There was no consistent evidence that the mutant isoform was advantageous in a toxic
environment for ingestion rate, egg production rate, nor gross growth efficiency. In the absence
of toxic food, there was no cost associated with the mutant isoform. Lastly, no trade-offs were
observed across environments. These results do not support the hypothesis that the mutant
isoform is adaptive.
Next, I determined if the mutant isoform was inducible or the target of selection exerted
by toxic A. fundyense. Individual expression of mutant isoforms did not differ among groups fed
toxic or non-toxic food after six days. During a multi-generation experiment, increases in fitness-
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related traits for individuals continuously exposed to toxic food were observed; however,
selection for PMI individuals did not occur after four generations. These observations are not
consistent with the hypothesis that the mutant isoform is associated with adaptation in A.
hudsonica populations.
Finally, I corroborated the laboratory experiments with field observations. There were no
differences in individual isoforms among populations historically exposed and naïve to toxic
Alexandrium spp., or with time within each. No consistent evidence demonstrated that a natural
toxic Alexandrium spp. bloom selected for the mutant isoform. These results are consistent with
the laboratory findings.
This study repeatedly demonstrated that the mutant sodium channel isoform is not
adaptive for Acartia hudsonica under toxic conditions. Other mechanisms of adaptation should
be explored.
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Chapter 1:
Introduction
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Background:
Toxic algal blooms have increased in frequency and distribution worldwide (Anderson et
al., 2008). Blooms of the toxic dinoflagellate genus Alexandrium are common from Cape Cod
(USA) to the Bay of Fundy, Canada (Anderson, 1997). Recently, they have expanded southward
(Hattenrath et al., 2010). These toxic cells can alter food webs and energy transfer (Turner, 2006;
Turner and Tester, 1997) by producing a suite of neurotoxins (the saxitoxins). The saxitoxins are
responsible for the illness Paralytic Shellfish Poisoning (PSP), and are generally known as
Paralytic Shellfish Toxins (PSTs). Grazers such as shellfish may accumulate PSTs, leading to
PSP in humans (Schantz et al., 1966; Shumway, 1990). PSTs are also transferred through
planktonic grazers to higher trophic levels causing fish, sea bird, and cetacean mortality
(Anderson and White, 1992; Klsbister and Kiernan, 2005). A major challenge for aquatic
scientists and environmental managers is to predict the response of grazer populations as toxic
algal blooms spread.
Not all populations of grazers respond the same way to toxic algal prey. For example,
when fed toxic Alexandrium, populations of the copepod Acartia hudsonica that have been
historically exposed to Alexandrium have higher ingestion, egg production, and population
fitness compared to populations rarely exposed (Colin and Dam, 2002a; 2003; 2004). In addition,
the adaptive response could be seen in as little as two generations of selective pressure (Colin
and Dam, 2004), reflecting evolution acting on ecological time scales (Carroll et al., 2007;
Hairston et al., 1999; Thompson, 1998). Phenotypes of A. hudsonica were found to have unequal
costs and advantages associated with toxin adaptation (Avery and Dam, 2007). Understanding
toxin adaptation is critical to interpreting the effects of PSTs on the environment.
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Adaptation of copepod grazers to algal toxins can lead to potential bloom control (Colin and
Dam, 2007). Conversely, toxin adaptation may lead to higher toxin bioaccumulation rates and
toxin transfer. Saxitoxin-resistant clams accumulated five-fold more toxins than susceptible
clams (Bricelj et al., 2005); however, copepods from adapted populations do not appear to
accumulate more toxins than copepods from susceptible populations (Dam and Haley, 2011).
The strikingly different pattern of toxin accumulation in adapted bivalve and copepod
populations suggests different mechanisms of adaptation between these two groups of grazers.
PSTs bind to the extracellular portion of the voltage-gated sodium channel of metazoans,
effectively blocking nerve impulse transmission (Catterall et al., 2003; Cestele and Catterall,
2000). There is clear evidence linking sodium channel mutations and phenotypic response to
PST and tetrodotoxin (TTX), a neurotoxin similar to PST. A single amino acid mutation in the
extracellular pore region of the sodium channel of softshell clams caused over a 1,000-fold
reduction in STX binding affinity, which decreased mortality (Bricelj et al., 2005). Similarly,
TTX resistance in garter snakes (Geffeney et al., 2005) and pufferfish (Jost et al., 2008) was also
caused by a sodium channel mutation that reduced the binding affinity of toxins.
Analysis of the sodium channel gene of A. hudsonica revealed two variant sodium
channel isoforms. These isoforms differed by a three-amino-acid (AA) insertion and one-AA
substitution near the intracellular inactivation gate (Chen 2010). The isoform without the
substitution and insertions is extremely similar to the sodium channels of other invertebrates
(Chen, 2010), and is classified as the wild-type. The variant isoform has altered
electrophysiological functions compared to the wild-type; it is classified as a mutant (discussed
below). Characterization of the genomic DNA revealed only one genotype. The genetic code for
the AA insertion of the mutation and the substitution is located in a non-coding region of the
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wild-type, an intron (Chen et al., in prep). Typically, introns are removed from pre-mRNA
molecules by a two step reaction facilitated by a large enzyme called a spliceosome. The
spliceosome identifies splice sites through specific nucleotide sequences that joints with the
flanking regions of the exons (expressed sequences) (Patel and Steitz, 2003). Two different
spliceosomes have been identified, each with its own specific recognition sites (Patel and Steitz,
2003; Wu and Krainer, 1997). Both spliceosomes are present in A. hudsonica in multi-cellular
organisms, such as copepods. Under certain conditions only one spliceosome recognizes the
splice sites flanking the exon, removing the whole intron and resulting in the wild-type isoform;
however, the intron also contains the recognition site for the other spliceosome. It appears that
under other circumstances, both spliceosomes work in conjunction, splicing part of the intron to
produce the mutant isoform (Chen et al, in prep; H. Zhang, pers.comm.). Incorporation of introns
into functional products has been characterized in voltage- gated ion channels of Drosophila
(Wu and Krainer, 1999). In A. hudsonica all copepods express both isoforms, but in varying
proportions (Chen et al, in prep). Some individuals, though, predominantly express one type of
sodium channel isoform. This splicing “error” may be the mechanism that confers adaptation to
PSTs in A. hudsonica.
A copepod’s ability to withstand toxins can involve two mechanisms: resistance or
tolerance. Resistance is the ability of a copepod to limit toxin binding to sodium channels,
whereas tolerance does not affect binding affinity but mitigates the toxin damage (Feyereisen,
1995; Schneider and Ayres, 2008; Simms and Triplett, 1994). The garter snake, pufferfish, and
softshell clam demonstrate adaptation through resistance due to structural changes to the binding
site; however, the two sodium channel isoforms of A. hudsonica have equivalent toxin binding
affinities (Chen, 2010). The PST binding site of both A. hudsonica isoforms is structurally
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equivalent to susceptible sodium channels. If the sodium channel variant is associated with
adaptation in A. hudsonica to PST-producing prey (Colin and Dam, 2002a; 2004), then it
provides tolerance, and would represent a novel mechanism of adaptation.
Due to the additional three AA insertion in the channel plug arm, the mutant isoform may
cause residual sodium currents and incomplete inactivation of the channel; i.e. it may be leaky.
Leaky sodium channels are associated with a variety of human diseases (Ashcroft, 2006;
Sokolov et al., 2007), and are considered deleterious to nerve and muscle function (Horn, 2007).
However, low doses of sodium channel blockers, which operate in a similar cellular fashion to
PSTs, are used to alleviate the symptoms of leaky sodium channels in humans (Urbani and
Belluzzi, 2000). By blocking a small fraction of sodium channels in humans, the overall
functioning of the cell that contains leaky isoforms returns to near normalcy. By analogy, a low
dose (e.g., low toxic cell concentration) may restore normalcy to the function of cells of A.
hudsonica. Hence, the mutant isoform may be adaptive to A. hudsonica under certain toxic
conditions. The advantages, costs, and trade-offs of expressing the mutant sodium channel
isoform have not been measured. Further, it is unknown if the mutant isoform is inducible or the
target of selection from toxic Alexandrium spp., and its distribution in nature remains
uncharacterized.
Research Objectives:
The overarching goal of my dissertation is to fully evaluate the linkages between copepod Nachannel isoforms and phenotypic performance in the presence of toxic and non-toxic
Alexandrium spp. food.
This project will rigorously test the following central hypothesis:
The mutant sodium channel isoform is advantageous in the presence of toxin.
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Specifically, this dissertation addresses three main objectives which are organized into the
following chapters:

Chapter 2: Testing for Advantages, Costs, and Trade-Offs of a Novel Sodium Channel
Mutation in the Copepod Acartia hudsonica to Paralytic Shellfish Toxins
The goal of this chapter is to experimentally determine if the mutant sodium channel isoform
confers an advantage to the copepod in the presence of PSTs, whether this tolerance comes at a
cost in the absence of toxin, and if there is a trade-off across non-toxic to toxic environments.

Chapter 3: The effects of toxic Alexandrium fundyense on induction and selection for
mutant sodium channel isoform expression in the copepod Acartia hudsonica
The goal of this chapter is to use laboratory selection experiments to determine if the mutant
sodium channel isoform is inducible or the target of selection from toxic A. fundyense.

Chapter 4: Characterization of mutant sodium channel expression in Acartia hudsonica
along a latitudinal gradient and during the progression of a toxic Alexandrium spp. bloom
The goal of this chapter is to determine if mutant sodium channel expression is greater in
populations of A. hudsonica historically exposed to PST compared to naïve populations. Further,
I tested whether a natural toxic Alexandrium spp. bloom would select for mutant sodium channel
expression.

Chapter 5: Summary
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Results from chapters 2-5 are summarized and placed in context of the hypotheses and objectives
of the dissertation.
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Chapter 2:
Testing for Advantages, Costs, and Trade-Offs of a Novel Sodium Channel Mutation in the
Copepod Acartia hudsonica to Paralytic Shellfish Toxins
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Abstract:
The toxic dinoflagellate Alexandrium fundyense produces a suite of toxins that block sodium
channels in metazoans; therefore, it has deleterious effects on many grazers in the ocean. A case
of alternate gene splicing gives rise to the existence of a wild and a mutant isoform of the
voltage-gated sodium channel in the copepod Acartia hudsonica. All individuals express both
channels, but in different proportions. I tested the hypothesis that individuals that predominantly
express the mutant isoform are adapted PST-containing A. fundyense. That is, I hypothesized that
expressing the mutant isoform may be advantageous when A. hudsonica is challenged with toxic
A. fundyense. However, similar mutations in other organisms are deleterious under non-toxic
environments; therefore, I also tested the hypothesis that there may be a fitness cost to
individuals that predominantly express the mutant sodium channel isoform. Finally, I
differentiate costs from trade-offs by comparing performance of separate expression groups in
one environment and one expression group across environments, respectively. To test for
advantage, cost and trade-offs of the novel sodium channel mutation, I partitioned copepods into
expression groups- those that predominately expressed either mutant (PMI) or wild isoforms
(PWI), and those that expressed both channel isoforms approximately equally. In one set of
experiments, I measured individual ingestion rate (I), egg production rate (EPR), and gross
growth efficiency (GGE) as a function of toxin dose. I manipulated toxin dose by keeping total
Alexandrium spp. cell concentration constant and at maximum ration (200 cells ml-1) and mixing
cells of toxic A. fundyense with cells of the non-toxic congener Alexandrium tamarense. There
was no consistent pattern of improved performance as a function of toxin dose in I, EPR, or GGE
for individuals in the PMI group relative to the other two expression groups, and thus no clear
advantage associated with the mutant isoform. Next, I used a mixed-diet approach to reduce
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selective feeding bias. I measured EPR in experiments in which non-limiting concentrations of a
non-toxic standard diet (Thalassiosira weissfloggi and Tetraselmis sp.) were supplemented with
toxic and non-toxic Alexandrium spp. If differences between treatments were seen, then it was
from the presence of toxic food. There was no difference among expression groups in eggs
produced, nor any relationship among wild-type: mutant sodium channel isoform ratio and eggs
produced on both toxic and non-toxic treatments. Finally, I tested whether expression of the
mutant isoform would reduce the negative effects of the toxin. The reduction in EPR from a
toxic to non-toxic diet for individuals was measured, and differences in the magnitude of
reduction were independent of the sodium channel expression groups. Overall, the results did not
support of the hypotheses; the mutant sodium channel isoform does not appear to be related to
toxin adaptation. Other potential mechanisms that may be responsible for the adaptation are
discussed.

Abbreviations: PMI: predominantly mutant isoform; PWI: predominantly wild-type isoform, EI:
approximately equal proportion of wild-type: mutant isoforms; PSTs: paralytic shellfish toxins;
EPR: egg production rate; GGE: gross growth efficiency; I: ingestion rate

Introduction:
Evolutionary adaptation to a stressor (e.g., temperature, predation, toxins) is usually the
result of natural selection that favors a fitness parameter (e.g., growth, reproduction, survival,
etc.); the trait is advantageous in the presence of the stressor. Organisms that are incapable of
avoiding the effects of the stressor are susceptible. In view of resource allocation theory,
resources partitioned to withstand stressors (defense) cannot be used for growth or maintenance.
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In the absence of stress, resources allocated to defense may come at fitness cost to the organism
(Prigogine et al., 1972; Purrington, 2000); however, this is not universally found (Purrington,
2000; Rigby et al., 2002). Whereas costs and advantages measure fitness differences among
phenotypes or genotypes at one environmental condition, a trade-off is a change in performance
of a phenotype or genotype in different environments. In nature, there is often an interplay
among advantages, costs, and trade-offs. For example, adaptation to the toxic metal, copper, in
Drosophila melanogaster fruit flies has clear costs, advantages, and trade-offs. Adapted flies had
higher fecundity in a copper contaminated environment—an advantage—but lower fecundity in
the absence of copper—a cost—compared to susceptible flies (Shirley and Sibly, 1999).
Resistant phenotypes had reduced fecundity in the stressor-free environment—a trade-off
(Shirley and Sibly, 1999). If the costs of adaptation in a stressor-free environment outweigh the
advantages during duress, then fixation of a phenotype will not occur (Simms and Rausher,
1987).
Zooplankton are critical components of aquatic food webs, with copepods being the most
abundant metazoans in the oceans (Kiørboe, 2011). Adaptation of copepods to stressors such as
toxic algae has been demonstrated. Dinoflagellates of the genus Alexandrium produce a suite of
toxins (saxitoxins, STX) that bind to the extracellular pore region of voltage-gated sodium
channels, thereby inhibiting nerve transmission, preventing muscle contraction, and leading to
paralysis (Anderson et al., 2005b; Cestele and Catterall, 2000; Llewellyn, 2009). Humans that
consume shellfish contaminated with STX become sick, and thus the toxins are also known as
paralytic shellfish toxins (PSTs). Populations of the ubiquitous coastal copepod species Acartia
hudsonica that have been historically exposed to PST-producing dinoflagellates outperform
populations naïve to the toxic dinoflagellates in fitness-related parameters (e.g., ingestion, egg
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production, survival) when challenged with a diet that contained the toxic algae (Colin and Dam,
2002a; 2003; 2004). In contrast, on a non-toxic diet there was no difference in egg production
and ingestion rate between naïve and exposed populations (Colin and Dam, 2007). This suggests
there was little cost to adaptation. The mechanism behind this adaptation, however, was not
identified.
The discovery of discrete reproductive phenotypes linked to adaptation to PSTs in A.
hudsonica gave rise to the suggestion that adaptation was the result from one or few genes
(Avery and Dam, 2007). Recent efforts have revealed two variant isoforms of the voltage-gated
sodium channel of the copepod A. hudsonica (Chen, 2010). The two isoforms appear to be the
result of one genotype that is alternatively spliced (Chen et al., in prep). One sodium channel
isoform shows high similarity to sodium channels of other organisms, while the variant isoform
has a three amino acid insertion and one amino acid substitution near the inactivation gate (Chen,
2010). Further, all copepods produce both isoforms, but in varying proportions (Chen et al. in
prep). Most individual copepods express both isoforms about equally (within a factor of two of
each other). Some individuals, though, predominantly express one type of sodium channel
isoform. The physiological effects of the two isoforms are not clearly understood; however, the
variant isoform of A. hudsonica may cause residual Na-currents and faster de-polarization after
stimuli compared to wild sodium channel isoforms (Chen, 2010). Thus, the variant isoform is
functionally classified as a mutation, with the phylogenetically similar isoform being the wildtype. This mutation may be related to the observed adaptation to PSTs in historically exposed A.
hudsonica populations.
In humans, sodium channels with mutations and electrophysiological characteristics
similar to those found in A. hudsonica, i.e. near the inactivation gate and leaky to sodium ions,
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are considered deleterious to nerve and muscle function, and lead to disease (Clancy and Rudy,
1999; Horn, 2007; Lerche et al., 1993; Motoike et al., 2004; Sokolov et al., 2007). Treatments for
diseases associated with leaky sodium channels include low doses of sodium channel blockers
(Urbani and Belluzzi, 2000), which operate in a similar cellular fashion to PSTs. The PST
binding site of both A. hudsonica isoforms is structurally equivalent to susceptible sodium
channels. By blocking a small percentage of all sodium channels, both mutant and wild-type, cell
function is restored to normalcy. If the mutation in A. hudsonica causes leaky sodium channels,
then copepods that express the mutant isoform may be ‘self-medicating’ when they ingest prey
that produce PSTs. That is, the mutant sodium channel isoform may be advantageous in the
presence of PSTs. In contrast, copepods that do not express the mutant sodium channel isoform
may suffer a fitness penalty when they ingest PST. Further, because of the purported leaky
channel, copepods that express mutant isoforms may be at a disadvantage during non-toxic
conditions; there is a trade-off.
An organism’s ability to cope with PSTs involves one of two mechanisms: resistance or
tolerance. Resistance to PSTs is the ability of the organism to limit toxin binding to sodium
channels, whereas tolerance does not affect binding affinity but rather mitigates the damage done
by the toxin (Feyereisen, 1995; Schneider and Ayres, 2008; Simms and Triplett, 1994).
Reported adaptations to PSTs and tetrodotoxins, another sodium channel blocker similar to PST,
resulted from mutations that alter the toxin binding site on the sodium channel, which drastically
reduced the binding affinity (Anderson et al., 2005b). Organisms that express resistant sodium
channels can ingest toxic prey at higher rates than organisms that express susceptible channels.
Tetraodontidae pufferfish have point source mutations in the pore region of their sodium
channels that result in a 15-fold reduction in toxin binding affinity. These mutations allow
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pufferfish to accumulate extremely high levels of STX and tetrodotoxin in their tissues (Jost et
al., 2008; Venkatesh et al., 2005). Adapted garter snake populations, Thamnophis sirtalis,
(Brodie III and Brodie, 1990; Motychak et al., 1999) were found to have resistant sodium
channels which allowed them to feed on STX containing prey (Geffeney et al., 2002; Geffeney et
al., 2005). Similarly, soft shell clams, Mya arenaria, that have a single amino acid residue
mutation in the sodium channel pore region have a 1,000-fold reduction in STX binding affinity
(Bricelj et al., 2005), allowing them to accumulate higher levels of toxins, furthermore, resistant
clams increase in proportion in populations experiencing toxic algal blooms (Bricelj et al.,
2010).Whereas the garter snake, pufferfish, and softshell clam studies demonstrated resistance
due to structural changes to the binding site, the two sodium channel isoforms of A. hudsonica
have equivalent toxin binding affinities (Chen, 2010). If the sodium channel mutation is
associated with adaptation in A. hudsonica to PSTs (Colin and Dam, 2002a; 2004), then it is
from a tolerance mechanism. In host-parasite infections, a tolerant host has better fitness at any
given infection intensity compared to a susceptible host (Råberg et al., 2009). Similarly, at a
given toxic dose, i.e. toxic cell concentration, tolerant A. hudsonica copepods will have higher
fitness, by reducing the damage done by blocked sodium channels, compared to susceptible
individuals. This possibility offers a potential novel mechanism of adaptation.
I undertook this study to test the hypothesis that a novel sodium channel mutation confers
tolerance in Acartia hudsonica to prey that produce PSTs. Adaptation is an outcome of natural
selection, which acts on individuals. Therefore, I conducted all experiments on individual
copepods. A reaction norm approach was used to determine the advantages, costs, and trade-offs
associated with the mutant sodium isoform to PST adaptation (Schlichting and Pigliucci, 1998).
To determine if the relative amount of isoform expression affected tolerance to PSTs, I
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partitioned copepods into three expression groups - those that predominately expressed either
mutant (PMI) or wild-type isoforms (PWI), and those that approximately expressed both
isoforms equally (EI). If the mutant isoform is advantageous in the presence of toxins, then I
predict that PMI-expression groups will have higher ingestion and egg production rates on a
toxic diet compared to PWI- or EI-expression groups. A cost to the PMI-expression group would
be evident by a decrease in performance in a toxin-free diet relative to the other expression
groups. A trade-off would be evident if any of the expression groups performed differently
between the toxic and nontoxic diets.

Methods:
Culture of Algae and Copepods
Copepods were collected from Avery Point, Groton, CT, USA (Latitude: 41.31519 N,
Longitude: 72.06352 W) during January 2010 using a 200µm mesh size conical plankton net,
equipped with a solid cod end, gently towed ~1-2m below the surface. In the lab, approximately
300-400 male and female Acartia hudsonica were immediately separated and fed maximum
rations (>600µgC L-1, (Besiktepe and Dam, 2002)) of a standard non-toxic diet (standard diet)
that consisted of the diatom Thalassiosira weissfloggi and the green flagellate Tetraselmis sp. in
equal carbon proportions on a 12:12 hour light:dark cycle at 15°C. The standard diet has been
routinely used to rear A. hudsonica cultures in the HG Dam laboratory for many years (Colin and
Dam, 2002a). For each experiment, a cohort was established by placing adults (~300-500) above
a 200µm mesh barrier and allowing females to lay eggs for 3-4 days. Isolated eggs were allowed
to mature and adult fertile females with intact appendages were randomly chosen for
experiments. Development time did not differ among experiments. Thus, age of females within
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each experiment are within four days of each other, and age of females was similar across
experiments; therefore, there was no age bias among experiments. At least twenty generations
had elapsed from initial culturing before running experiments, which eliminated or minimized
maternal effects (Falconer and MacKay, 1996).
Algae were maintained in triplicate semi-continuous cultures by dilution twice a week
with F/2 nutrient medium (Guillard, 1975) and maintained on a 12:12 hour light:dark cycle at
18°C. The toxic dinoflagellate Alexandrium fundyense was originally isolated from the Bay of
Fundy, NB, Canada (Colin and Dam, 2002a) and had a mean toxicity of 12.8 + 1.1, 12.5 + 2.6,
and 12.0 + 0.6 pgSTX equivalents cell-1 for the three dose-dependent experiments and 14.9 + 2.3
pgSTX equivalents cell-1 for the experiment on reduction in egg production rate, as measured by
HPLC analyses (Dam and Haley, 2011). Toxin content for the mixed-diet experiment was not
measured. The non-toxic congener species Alexandrium tamarense originated from the NOAA
marine fisheries laboratory in Milford, CT (Colin and Dam, 2002a). The toxic and non-toxic
Alexandrium cells have similar equivalent spherical diameters (33 and 32µm, respectively) and
carbon content (2.8X10-3 and 2.6X10-3 µgC cell-1, respectively). Three days prior to each
experiment one replicate each of the toxic and non-toxic Alexandrium cultures were transferred
to 15°C to acclimate.

Dose-Dependent Experiments:
To determine the costs, advantages, and trade-offs associated with the mutant sodium
channel isoform, performance was measured in individual A. hudsonica as a function of toxin
dose. Using a toxicological approach, toxin content was controlled by mixing cells of toxic
Alexandrium fundyense with cells of non-toxic Alexandrium tamarense while keeping total cell
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concentration constant at 200 cells ml-1 (equivalent to ~560µgC L-1, and representing maximum
ration). The five treatments were: 200, 20, 2, 0.2 & 0 toxic Alexandrium cells ml-1. Six dosedependent experiments were performed, but three were not used in this study due to high
mortality during the experiments. The three included experiments were performed on April 2
&15 and June 18, 2011. For results, no statistical differences within groups across experiments
were found, so the three experiments were pooled together.
To measure ingestion rates, individual A. hudsonica were sealed without bubbles in glass
scintillation vials containing ~28ml of the appropriate food treatment (n= 24-30 per treatment for
each experiment), similar to Senft et al., 2011 (Senft et al., 2011). The clearance rate of A.
hudsonica females at maximum ration is about 9 ml d-1 (derived from Fig. 1 in Colin and Dam
2007). Therefore, even in the absence of cell growth, an individual A. hudsonica female would
only clear about 1/3 of the food in experimental containers. This is not enough to bias ingestion
rates (Båmstedt et al., 2000). Five replicate control vials at each food treatment containing no
copepods were incubated with the copepod treatments on a plankton wheel that rotated end over
end at 1.2rpm for 24 hours. All incubations in the present study were done at 15°C. At the end of
the incubation period, the contents of vials with copepods were gently emptied into 100mm Petri
dishes. The copepod from each vial was removed and placed into 45ml of the same food
suspension in a 60mm Petri dish to measure egg production (see below). The contents of the
Petri dish from which the copepod was removed were then placed into dilution vials and kept
cool until cells were counted. Control vials were processed the same as copepod vials. All
samples were enumerated for total Alexandrium cells on a Beckman-Coulter Multisizer 4.
Ingestion rates were calculated by cell disappearance based on triplicate initial cell concentration
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measurements (Frost, 1972). Since toxic and non-toxic cells could not be distinguished with the
particle counter, ingestion rates represent total cells ingested copepod-1 hour-1.
To measure egg production, copepods were transferred daily to fresh food for a total of
three days. Eggs were counted daily. Gross Growth Efficiency (GGE) was calculated as the ratio
of reproductive growth in the form of eggs to ingestion:

 








  

In copepods, somatic growth ceases upon maturation (C6 molt) and excess energy is typically
converted into egg biomass. This assumption relies on individual weight being in steady-state
during the experiment (Hirst and McKinnon, 2001). Weight changes during experimental
incubations typically occurred for copepods with high lipid reserves under food limitation (Hirst
and McKinnon, 2001). The genus Acartia has minimal lipid reserves (Lee et al., 2006), and was
maintained in excess concentrations of food; thus I used eggs produced as a proxy for carbon
growth (conversion factor: 45.7 ngC egg-1; (Kiørboe et al., 1985), A. fundyense and A. tamarense
2.8x10-3 and 2.6x10-3 µgC cell-1, respectively (Colin and Dam, 2002a)). At the end of the third
day of the egg production experiment, individual copepods were preserved to determine their
sodium channel expression group. Individuals were carefully captured by their antenna or
urosome, to avoid crushing, with a pair of sharp-ended forceps (Dupont # 5 Tweezers), and
immersed immediately into a 1.5mL microcentrifuge tube containing 200µl Tri Reagent (MRC,
Inc., Cincinnati, OH 45212), and frozen at -80°C until molecular analyses (see below). While
samples were typically processed immediately, there was no observed RNA degradation after
one year of storage at -80°C (Zhang et al., 2013).
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Importantly, for the same individual copepod I was able to calculate ingestion rate, egg
production rate, GGE, and sodium channel isoform expression ratios (see below).

Mixed-Diet Egg Production Rate:
To further validate if the mutant isoform has any fitness consequences, copepods were
incubated in one of two mixed-diets, each of which contained non-limiting rations of the
standard diet (500µgC L-1) supplemented with 200µgC L-1 (~70 cells ml-1) of either toxic
Alexandrium fundyense or non-toxic Alexandrium tamarense. This approach eliminates any
potential food limitation bias; even if each copepod selected against all Alexandrium cells there
was enough food in the standard diet present to sustain maximum growth. Therefore, any
differences seen between the toxic and non-toxic group are likely a result of the toxins. Two
hundred adult female copepods per treatment were individually incubated in 45ml of the food
suspension in 60mm Petri dishes and transferred daily to fresh food for three days, then
preserved in Tri-Reagent as stated above. Eggs from the three days of incubation for each
individual were pooled and preserved with 4% acid Lugols solution in a 50ml centrifuge tube.
For counting, eggs were allowed to gravimetrically settle for 1 day, the upper portion was
aspirated, and the remaining lower portion containing all eggs was rinsed into a clean Petri dish
and counted.

Change in Egg Production Rate:
Three groups of adult female A. hudsonica (n = 30-40 each group) were first individually
fed non limiting rations of the standard diet for two days. One group was then switched to a sole
diet of non-limiting toxic Alexandrium fundyense (toxic group), another group was switched to a
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sole diet of non-limiting non-toxic Alexandrium tamarense (non-toxic group), while the
remaining group was maintained on the standard diet (standard diet group), for three more days
(total: 5 day experiment), with all individuals preserved in Tri-Reagent as described above.
Individual daily egg production rate for all five days was measured as described above. Change
in EPR for each individual was calculated by subtracting the three-day average of the
experimental diet from the initial two-day average on the standard diet.

Molecular Analyses:
Since the two sodium channel isoforms originate from one genotype that alternatively
splices during transcription, an RNA-based approach was needed to determine the expression of
each isoform in individual A. hudsonica. Sodium channel isoform expression was a destructive
process, with copepods preserved after the termination of each experiment. High quality RNA
was extracted and reverse- transcribed according to the “Modified Zymo Method” (Zhang et al.,
2013). This method consistently yields very high quality RNA. Briefly, bead beating was used to
homogenize individual copepods, and extraction was accomplished by coupling Zymo Direct-zol
reagents and phenol: chloroform purification steps. The first-strand cDNA was diluted with 60µl
of 10mM Tris·HCl (pH 8) and stored at -20°C. Two SYBR green based quantitative reactions
(qPCR), one for each isoform, were conducted for each copepod sample. All qPCR reactions
were done using an ABI Step One Plus, following the manufacturer' protocol for 10µl reactions
using Fast SYBR® Green master mix and reagents (Life Technologies Corporation). Isoform
specific primers (Table 1) consistently had >90% PCR efficiency. Controls showed no annealing
of one set of primers for the other sodium channel isoform. Prior to analyses of samples, a
rigorous quality control test was performed to ensure accurate measurements of each sodium
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channel isoform. This included purification of cloned sodium channel isoforms, mixed in serially
diluted proportions (e.g. 10000:1 and 1:10000 wild-type: mutant isoform ratios) and measured
using our qPCR approach. The r2 of the best-fit line of estimated ratio vs. measured ratio
typically exceeded 0.995, and the sensitivity for each isoform was 50-100 copies, with the results
highly reproducible for the same sample. Meaning, this method could accurately detect the
relative proportion of each sodium channel isoform, regardless of abundance in vivo. All
copepods were immediately preserved after the termination of each experiment, minimizing any
expression artifacts from long handling times. This method thus allowed me to calculate a ratio
of wild-type to mutant isoform expression (expression ratio) for each individual copepod. As
stated above, all copepods express both isoforms, but in varying ratios. Specifically, the majority
expresses both isoforms within a factor of 2-3 of each other, but there are extremes in either
direction. Therefore, in addition to comparing wild/mutant ratios among groups, I partitioned
copepods into expression groups- those that predominately expressed either mutant (PMI) or
wild isoforms (PWI), and those that expressed both channel isoforms approximately equally. The
PMI and PWI expression groups were defined by isoform ratios that were greater than 2. To
determine if these groupings biased results, I also tested other criteria for expression group
definition (e.g., using a four-fold difference), which had no effect on my overall results;
therefore, I used the above definition for all analyses.

Statistical Analyses:
Comparisons between expression groups were done with student’s t-test and among
expression groups with one-way ANOVA. When the data were not normally distributed, a log
transformation was used before analysis. If normality was still not achieved, then a non-
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parametric test (Mann Whitney U or Kruskal-Wallis test) was conducted using the original
values. Percentages (GGE) were arcsin-transformed prior to statistical analyses. A sample size of
eight (N = 8) was needed to detect differences among expression groups (Power analysis, alpha
= 0.05, Power = 0.8; Sigma Plot software); this sample size was achieved for all experiments.
For the dose-dependent experiments, a two-factor ANOVA was performed to determine if there
was an interaction effect between toxic cell concentration and sodium channel expression group.
For the experiment that tested change in EPR, a 1-sample t-test, using the null hypotheses of zero
change, was used to determine if egg production (independent of expression group) changed due
to diet. Causative relationships between egg production and expression groups were tested using
ordinary linear regression. The relationship between I, EPR, and GGE as a function of toxin dose
was assessed using polynomial regression. All statistical tests were performed using Sigma Plot
11.0 with an alpha value of 0.05.

Results:
Dose-Dependent Ingestion Rate, Egg Production Rate, and Gross Growth Efficiency
The relationships between ingestion rate and toxin dose as a function of sodium channel
expression group, the reaction norms of ingestion, were complex. In the absence of toxins, where
a cost to the mutant isoform would be observed, the PWI expression group showed a lower
ingestion rate compared to the PMI and EI expression groups (Figure 1; 0 toxic cells; ANOVA
p<0.05). At 0.2 toxic cells ml-1 the PWI expression group showed marginally higher ingestion
(~20%) than the EI phenotype; however, there was no significant difference between the PWI
and PMI expression groups, and between the EI and PMI expression groups (Figure 1; low food
treatment; ANOVA p<0.05). For the EI expression group, the maximum ingestion rate at zero
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toxic cells ml-1 was higher than 2, 20 and 200 toxic cells ml-1, but no other differences were
observed (1-way ANOVA). There were no significant differences among expression groups
within the 2, 20, 200 toxic cells ml-1 food treatments (p>0.05), and there was no relationship
between ingestion rate and toxic cell concentration (Figure 4; ingestion rates, no best fit lines,
p>0.05). While there was no main effect for expression group, there was an interaction effect
between expression group and toxin dose (Table 2: Ingestion Rate; 2-factor ANOVA, p<0.05).
Ingestion rate was not independent of expression group in a toxic environment, but there was no
clear effect of the mutant isoform on ingestion rate within toxic and non-toxic environments.
Egg production rate also showed no clear trend of advantages, costs, or trade-offs
associated with the mutant sodium channel on carbon growth. There was no difference in egg
production rate (EPR) among expression groups when toxins were absent (Figure 2; zero food
level, p>0.05). At 0.2 toxic cells ml-1 EPR of PMI expression group was approximately 20%
greater than the PWI and EI expression groups (p<0.05). Similarly, EPR in the PMI and PWI
expression groups was two-fold greater than the EI expression group at 20 toxic cells ml-1
(p<0.05). The PWI expression group had a positive weakly linear relationship between EPR and
increasing toxin dose (linear regression, EPR = 0.499 + (0.000974 * Toxic Cells), r2 = 0.06,
p<0.05; while a quadratic equation best fit the EI expression group (Figure 4, polynomial order
2, EPR = 0.454 – (0.01 * Toxic Cells) + (0.00005 * Toxic Cells2), r2 = 0.17, p=0.004) with a
minimum close to 200 toxic cells ml-1. There was no relationship between EPR and toxic cell
concentration for the PMI group (linear regression p>0.05) (Figure 4; egg production rate). There
was an interaction effect for EPR between expression group and toxin dose (Table 2; Egg
Production Rate 2-factor ANOVA, p<0.05). While there is a significant main effect of
expression group (Table 2), there was no consistent support of my hypothesis.
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Since ingestion and egg production rate were measured for each copepod, gross growth
efficiency (GGE) was calculated and compared among expression groups as a function of toxin
dose (Figure 3). The relationship of the mutant sodium channel isoform to GGE at different toxin
doses was also complex. The PWI expression group had the highest GGE, by approximately
50%, at zero toxic cells ml-1 (p<0.05), which suggests a cost to the mutant isoform. There was no
difference in GGE among expression groups at 0, 0.2, and 200 toxic cells ml-1 (ANOVA,
p>0.05); however the EI expression group had a higher GGE than the PWI and PMI groups at 2
toxic cells ml-1, (p<0.05). The PMI group had higher GGE than the EI expression group at 20
toxic cells ml-1, but the PWI group was equivalent to the other two expression groups (ANOVA
p<0.05). There was no relationship between GGE and toxic cell concentration for the PWI
expression group (Figure 4; GGE, p>0.05). A quadratic equation best described the relationship
between GGE and toxin dose for the EI expression group (Figure 4, polynomial second order;
GGE = 0.117 – (0.07 * Toxic Cells) + (0.04 * Toxic Cells2), r2 = 0.09; p = 0.048) with a
minimum value again close to 200 toxic cells ml-1, while the PMI expression group was best
described by a positive linear relationship (linear regression, GGE = 0.104 + (0.05 * Toxic
Cells), r2 = 0.23, p = 0.002). Overall, there was an interaction effect between expression group
and toxic dose for GGE (Table 2; Gross Growth Efficiency, 2-factor ANOVA, p<0.05).
Together, as seen with ingestion and EPR, there is little consistent support of my hypotheses.
Overall, there was a positive relationship between EPR and I, which included all toxin
doses and expression group (Figure 5a: linear regression; EPR = 0.308 + (0.0433 * Ingestion
Rate); r2 = 0.13, p<0.001). This positive relationship was also found for PWI and EI expression
groups (Figure 5b: Linear regression; PWI expression group: EPR = 0.273 + (0.0543 * Ingestion
Rate); r2 = 0.15; p<0.05; EI expression group. EPR = 0.284 + (0.0379 * Ingestion Rate); r2 =
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0.13, p<0.05), but not for PMI expression group (linear regression, p>0.05). This implies a cost
to the mutant isoform.

Mixed-Diet Egg Production
The PWI and EI expression groups had no change in eggs produced between the nontoxic and toxic environments. The PMI expression group saw a reduction in eggs produced on a
toxic diet (Figure 6). There was no relationship between the ratios of wild-type: mutant isoforms
and egg production; higher proportional mutant isoform expression did not result in increased
egg production on a toxic diet, or lower egg production on a non-toxic diet (Figure 7, linear
regression p>0.05). Further, there was no interaction effect between food treatment and
expression group for eggs produced. Using a mixed-diet approach, no advantages, costs, or
trade-offs were observed.

Reduction in EPR
The magnitude of the fitness penalty experienced by individuals going from a non-toxic
to toxic environment was not associated with the sodium channel expression groups.
Independent of expression groups, there was a reduction in EPR on toxic A. fundyense, but no
reduction on the standard diet and non-toxic A. tamarense treatments, compared to the initial
standard diet (Figure 8a; 1-sample t-test, Ho= zero change; toxic treatment p<0.05, non-toxic and
standard diet treatments p>0.05). This reduction only in the toxic diet verified that the difference
observed was from the presence of toxin, not the biochemical makeup of Alexandrium spp. cells.
There was no difference among expression groups within each experimental diet, nor was there
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any difference within expression groups among diets (Figure 8b; ANOVA p>0.05). The mutant
isoform was not associated with decreased reduction in EPR on toxic food.

Discussion:
Historical exposure to toxic Alexandrium spp. resulted in adaptation of A. hudsonica
copepod populations (Colin and Dam, 2002a; 2004; 2007). Recently, a novel mutation in the
sodium channels of A. hudsonica was hypothesized to be the mechanism conferring this
adaptation (Chen, 2010). If the mutant sodium channel isoform were the mechanism contributing
to this local adaptation, its effects should be manifest on traits that affect fitness (e.g., ingestion,
egg production and gross-growth efficiency). Therefore, I rigorously tested the hypotheses that
the mutant sodium channel isoform conferred an advantage, but had a cost and trade-off, in EPR
and GGE to copepods in the presence of PSTs. Further, I tested the hypotheses that if differences
were found in EPR and GGE, they were underlain by differences among ingestion rates. Here, I
report, to my knowledge, the first comprehensive data set of EPR, GGE, and ingestion rate for
the same individual copepod. My hypotheses were not supported; there was no consistent
evidence of an advantage, cost, or trade-off of the mutant sodium channel isoform. Other
mechanisms that contribute to PST adaptation in A. hudsonica must be present.

Advantages:
An advantage of the mutant sodium channel isoform to PSTs is tested under toxic
conditions. Broadly, an advantage in A. hudsonica would be evident if copepods that expressed
mutant sodium channel isoforms performed better under toxic conditions compared to those that
express wild isoforms. Specifically, there are multiple hypotheses concerning an advantage of
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the mutant isoform. Copepods that express the mutant isoform, either predominantly or
approximately equal to the wild isoform (EI), should perform better under all toxic conditions
compared to PWI individuals. If so, then the differences in EPR, GGE, and ingestion rate
between tolerant and susceptible expression groups should become larger with increasing toxin
dose (Råberg et al., 2009; Schneider and Ayres, 2008). Adapted northern exposed populations of
A. hudsonica had EPR and I rates that were 200% greater than susceptible naïve populations. A
similar relative change in fitness among expression groups would be expected if the mutant
sodium channel isoform was advantageous; however, these relative differences were never
observed. Further, at the highest toxin doses, all differences may be lost if sufficient sodium
channels are blocked to negatively affect all individuals (e.g., highest toxin dose). Increasing
toxin dose did not influence the magnitude of fitness differences among expression groups. For
example, the largest difference in EPR (Fig. 2) and GGE (Fig. 3) among expression groups was
observed at 20 toxic cells ml-1, not 200 toxic cells ml-1. Tolerance could depend upon the
proportion of mutant sodium channel isoforms. However, individual wild-type: mutant isoform
ratios showed no relationship with eggs produced on a toxic diet (Fig. 7). Softshell clams that are
heterozygous for a PST resistant allele have an intermediate resistance compared to homozygous
resistant genotypes (Connell et al., 2007). Thus, I would expect the EI group to have a lower
overall advantage compared to the PMI group. There was no consistent evidence to support this
hypothesis. PMI individuals only had the highest EPR at 0.2 toxic cells ml-1 (Fig. 2). When other
differences in ingestion, EPR, and GGE were observed among expression groups, the PMI and
PWI groups were the same; performance could not be attributed to the mutant isoform. Further,
expression of the mutant isoform did not result in a lower-magnitude reduction of EPR from
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non-toxic to toxic food (Fig. 8). Copepods that expressed the mutant isoform did not have an
advantage.
Alternatively, an advantage of the mutant isoform may only come at low or intermediate
toxin dose. This assumes that the mutant sodium channel in A. hudsonica is similar to leaky
sodium channels in humans. Only small doses of sodium channel blockers are used to alleviate
the symptoms of malfunctioning gates in the sodium channels of humans (Urbani and Belluzzi,
2000). Since the mutation for both humans and copepods does not affect the extracellular
binding site, sodium channel blockers will bind to all sodium channel isoforms, wild-type and
mutant. By blocking a fraction of all sodium channels, the negative consequences of the mutant
isoforms are mitigated, and the overall function of the cell is returned to near normalcy;
however, the dose is critical. The objective is to compensate for the leaky channels by blocking
them, but not inhibiting overall cell function. If the dose is too high, then too many sodium
channels are blocked and the cell becomes impaired. Therefore, a low dose of sodium channel
blockers (e.g., low toxic cell concentration) may restore the A. hudsonica cells that express
mutant sodium channels to near normalcy as well. Yet, at any toxin dose the PWI group will
incur a cost. Meaning, copepods that express the mutant sodium channel isoform have an
advantage only under certain low-dose toxin environments. Since the EI group has
proportionally fewer mutant isoform channels, it should require a lower dose than the PMI group
to achieve an advantage. The PWI group would always experience a decrease in fitness with
increasing toxicity. There is little evidence to support this hypothesis.
An advantage at an intermediate dose for the PMI group was only seen for EPR at 0.2
toxic cells ml-1 (Fig. 2). Toxic Alexandrium spp. is typically a small fraction of the overall
phytoplankton biomass when present in the Gulf of Maine (Turner and Borkman, 2005). An
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increase in EPR at low toxic cell concentrations could select for individuals during low density
toxic Alexandrium spp. blooms; however, there were no differences between PWI and PMI
groups at any toxin dose for GGE (Fig. 3) and ingestion rate (Fig. 1). The mixed-diet
experiments corresponded to a low dose of PSTs, but again there were no differences among
expression groups (Fig. 6). Lastly, optimum performance values were never observed at
intermediate doses for individual best fit lines (Fig. 4). In fact, if a non-linear regression was
significantly the best fit, it resulted in a minimum at an intermediate dose. In conclusion,
differences among individual fitness parameters cannot be attributed to the mutant isoform.
The reduction in ingestion rate with increasing toxin cells is consistent with previous
measurements of naïve populations (Fig. 8A) (Colin and Dam, 2007); however, the increase in
EPR (Fig. 2) and GGE (Fig. 3) at higher toxin doses is contrary to previous reports (Colin and
Dam, 2007). Toxins produced by Alexandrium spp. are sub-lethal and physiologically
incapacitate their prey (Ives, 1987), which likely results in a reduction in gut contractions,
thereby increasing the amount of time nutrients can be extracted from food particles. This could
explain the higher EPR and GGE under more toxic conditions. It is also important to highlight
some differences between my work and that of Colin and Dam. Data from Colin and Dam are
from bottles containing many copepods. The current study made all measurements on
individuals. These differences in comparing means of groups to individual measurements
preclude exact comparisons.
Negative selection against toxic cells could have also biased the results. While dramatic
food selection against the toxic Alexandrium sp. cells is unlikely in the experiments (Barreiro et
al., 2006; Colin and Dam, 2002a; b; Senft-Batoh, 2012) it may occur (Teegarden, 1999;
Teegarden et al., 2001; Uye and Takamatsu, 1990). The reported ingestion rates are for total
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Alexandrium spp. cells consumed. This does not allow for testing of food preference on the
individuals from the current experiments. If minor negative selection is enough to render the
impact of the mutant isoform negligible, then this further supports the current findings that the
mutant isoform is not the dominant factor in PST-adaptation.

Costs:
Costs of adaptation are assessed by measuring parameters of fitness in the absence of the
stressor. There is conflicting information regarding costs associated with adaptation. Similar
sodium channel mutations may cause diseases (Clancy and Rudy, 1999; Horn, 2007; Lerche et
al., 1993; Motoike et al., 2004; Sokolov et al., 2007), indicating a potential cost of the copepod
sodium channel mutation. Adaptations to metal toxicity come at a cost, typically in reduced
overall fitness (lambda) or ability to withstand other stressors (e.g., temperature or salinity) to
Daphnia spp. (Agra et al., 2010; Barata et al., 2002) and the tide pool copepod Tigriopus
japonicus (Kwok et al., 2009). Conversely, adaptation to stressors may not be costly. Ingestion
of toxic cyanobacteria by Daphnia spp. had no evident cost (Guo and Santschi, 1996; Gustafsson
and Hansson, 2004; Hairston et al., 2001; Reinikainen et al., 1998). Importantly, there was no
difference in ingestion, egg production rate, and lambda on non-toxic food for PST-susceptible
and tolerant A. hudsonica populations (Colin and Dam, 2004; 2007); this suggests little or no
cost to PST-adaption. In my study, there were no significant differences in EPR among
expression groups when toxins were absent for both the toxin-dependent experiment (Fig. 2) and
the subsequent experiment on EPR reduction (Fig. 8). Conversely, there was no relationship
between I and EPR for the PMI group (Fig. 5B). That is, the higher ingestion rate in the absence
of toxin would not necessarily result in increased EPR. The mutant isoform may have a slight
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overall cost; however, such cost may not negatively affect the organism, nor become a target of
selection, because of the high EPR of the PMI group. In conclusion, there is little evidence for a
severe cost to expressing the mutant sodium channel isoform.

Trade-offs:
A trade-off is realized when a group’s fitness (genotype or phenotype) decreases across
an environmental gradient. Costs and trade-offs are often used interchangeably, incorrectly,
implying they represent the same effect. For example, Fundulus heteroclitus fish from polluted
waters performed better in toxic sediments compared to non-toxic control conditions (Meyer and
Di Giulio, 2003). The authors attribute this as a cost of resistance, wherein I argue this is actually
a trade-off since they are comparing the purported resistant population across environmental
gradients. Cadmium-resistant Drosphilia lines were found to have a fitness cost of reduced
fecundity and emergence weight. By comparing just the resistant lines, however, they have
reported a trade-off (Shirley and Sibly, 1999). I hypothesized that individuals that express the
mutant isoform would experience a trade-off from toxic to non-toxic environments. This was
only supported with the PMI group for GGE (Fig. 3). Lower toxic cell concentrations were
associated with reduced GGE; however, there is no overall difference in GGE compared to the
other isoform expression groups. Hence, under toxic conditions, natural selection would not
favor the mutant isoform over the wild-type.
Alternatively, a trade-off may be realized only under certain intermediate stressful
conditions, viewed as a polynomial fit of the reaction norm (Via et al., 1995). A polynomial fit
was observed for EPR and GGE of the EI group. Importantly, though, I predicted there would be
a maximum, not minimum, at intermediate toxin doses, although the low r2 values in the
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regression indicate that all best fit lines need to be interpreted with caution. Overall, there is no
clear trade-off associated with the mutant sodium channel isoform.

Interaction Effect:
Significant interaction effects between sodium channel isoform expression groups and
toxic dose treatment indicates these two factors are not independent of each other (Sokal and
Rohlf, 1995). While the interaction effects support my central hypothesis that there is an
association between sodium channel isoform and toxic prey, there is no consistent evidence to
suggest the mutant isoform is the dominant mechanism of adaptation. Individual variability in
selective and sloppy feeding, metabolism, and detoxification will all contribute to the interaction
between sodium channel isoforms and toxic treatments. Five PST-tolerant phenotypes of A.
hudsonica were observed, which suggests the mechanism of adaptation is controlled by a simple
genetic system (Avery and Dam, 2007; Senft et al., 2011); it appears , nonetheless, that
expression of the mutant sodium channel isoform is not the adaptive mechanism. Taken together,
these results show no consistent evidence for a clear association between the relative proportion
of mutant and wild sodium channel isoforms and adaptation to PSTs in A. hudsonica.

Other Potential Mechanisms of PST-Adaptation in A. hudsonica:
Paralytic shellfish toxins target the extracellular pore region of sodium channels, which
blocks sodium influx, and inhibits depolarization, action potential generation, and, ultimately,
nerve transmission (Cestele and Catterall, 2000; Llewellyn, 2009). The sodium channels of A.
hudsonica become fully blocked at ~10-5 M STX (Chen, 2010). Conservative calculations using
copepod ingestion rates from the dose-dependent experiments, Alexandrium cell toxicity, a gut
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volume of 10% of prosome volume, and toxin absorption efficiency of 10% day-1 (Dam and
Haley, 2011) yield STX concentrations in the gut of ~ 4 x10-6-10-9M. These are idealized
calculations that do not include the binding affinity of the various PST congeners, loss due to
sloppy feeding, or biochemical interactions within the gut; however, the obtained values suggest
that the concentrations of PSTs experienced by copepods in my experiments could block a
significant fraction of sodium channels. Thus, the experimental design was appropriate. I
assumed that only the cells of a copepod gut are in direct contact with PSTs. In vertebrates,
various sodium channel isoforms are expressed in different tissues (Cestele and Catterall, 2000;
Clancy and Rudy, 1999). If only wild-type sodium channel isoforms are expressed in gut cells,
then the advantage of the mutant isoform, if present, may never be realized.
Adaptation at the molecular level can be accomplished by four means: 1) constitutive
over-expression of a gene, 2) constitutive under-expression of a gene, 3) structural changes in an
affected gene, and 4) inducible expression of non-sensitive or compensatory genes (Coustau et
al., 2000; Rigby et al., 2002). My work found little evidence to support the hypothesis that a
structural change in the affected gene (sodium channel) led to adaptation (mechanism 3 above).
Overproduction of sodium channels is an alternative mechanism of adaptation to PSTs. That is,
the number of sodium channels per cell is greater in adapted copepods compared to susceptible
individuals. Increased channels would create additional binding sites for toxins, effectively
diluting the effect of the toxin. Our dose-dependent experiments were conducted at toxin
concentrations that are capable of blocking most sodium channels; however, in situ conditions
are probably much lower. These field concentrations most likely only block a low proportion of
sodium channels. Thus, any increase in overall production of sodium channels may shield the
organism from the toxin in situ. Measuring proportions of wild: mutant channels will not capture
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these differences. Absolute channel enumeration between adapted and non-adapted populations
was beyond the scope of this study, but should be explored.
The two sodium channel isoforms originate from one genotype. Non-coding sequences
(introns) are removed during transcription by large ribonuclear proteins called spliceosomes to
produce mRNA (Patel and Steitz, 2003). Recently, a second, less abundant class of spliceosome
has been discovered, and was responsible for splicing minor introns (Patel and Steitz, 2003; Tarn
and Steitz, 1996). While it is not verified, it appears that both spliceosomes are responsible for
excising the introns (Hastings and Krainer, 2001) flanking the coding region of the sodium
channel’s intracellular gate in A. hudsonica (Chen et al., in prep). An error in splicing, caused by
a spliceosome attaching to a recognition sequence found in the intron, may result in the
incorporation of the nucleotides that leads to the mutant sodium channel isoform in A. hudsonica
(Huan Zhang, pers. comm.). Human sodium channels are typically alternatively spliced from
numerous coding sequences (Plummer et al., 1998), and inclusion of minor introns into mRNA
has been observed (Wu and Krainer, 1999). Numerous diseases have been identified from
splicing errors that incorporate minor introns (Hastings et al., 2004; Kohrman et al., 1996;
López-Bigas et al., 2005). It is possible that the sodium channel mutation in A. hudsonica
affected metrics of fitness that I did not measure. For example, swimming speed is highly
dependent upon muscle function, which may have been affected by malfunctioning sodium
channels. Specifically, leaky channels in humans cause myotonia and ataxia, uncontrolled
movement of muscles (Ashcroft, 2006; Lerche et al., 1993). Slower, or uncontrolled, swimming
would put the copepods at risk of predation, especially from gelatinous predators (Suchman,
2000; Suchman and Sullivan, 1998; Sullivan et al., 1994). Further, non-coding DNA may play a
factor in evolution (Andolfatto, 2005; Hanrahan et al., 2000). Thus, the sodium channel mutation
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in A. hudsonica could result in evolutionary adaptation. The evidence does not support these
hypotheses. Hence, alternative mechanisms of mitigating the effects of PSTs must be present.
Tolerance is the ability of an organism to minimize the damage done by stressors. In
parasite-host interactions, tolerance is measured as the regression of the reduction in fitness as a
function of parasite load (Koskela et al., 2002). More negative slopes indicate lower tolerance
(Råberg et al., 2009; Schneider and Ayres, 2008). If I assume increased toxin dose is analogous
to an increased stressor, the mutant sodium channel isoform does not confer tolerance to PSTs
(Fig. 4). This is consistent with evidence that shows that molecular mechanisms responsible for
tolerance and resistance are independent of each other (Corby-Harris et al., 2007; Råberg et al.,
2009; Rausher, 2001). Tolerance and resistance are usually mutually exclusive. Organisms that
have low resistance typically have high tolerance, and vice versa; but organisms are rarely both
tolerant and resistant (Fineblum and Rausher, 1995). Further, while resistance can be caused by
one gene of large effect (Mackie et al., 2010; Raymond et al., 1991; Tabashnik et al., 1997),
tolerance is typically characterized by many genes interacting together. Thus, it is not surprising
that the sodium channel, which confers resistance to PSTs in other organisms (e.g., clams,
snakes, pufferfish) is not the dominant factor conferring tolerance in A. hudsonica. This suggests
other genetic pathways may be responsible for tolerance in A. hudsonica to PSTs.
There are other ion channels that are susceptible to PSTs. Animals cells also contain non
voltage-gated sodium channels, termed sodium leak channels, that aid in the creation of
membrane charges and are susceptible to PSTs (Liebeskind et al., 2012). Saxitoxins can also
bind to calcium channels (Llewellyn, 2009). Mutations, or differences, in these channels may
work in conjunction with the current sodium channel mutation to confer tolerance. This
synergistic effect among many types of ion channels could explain the interactive effect between
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toxic cell concentration and expression groups, but the lack of an overall main effect (Table 2).
Tolerance may also involve de-toxification mechanisms. Tolerant (from Maine) A. hudsonica
copepods ingested more toxic cells compared to susceptible (from New Jersey) copepods, but
there was no difference in toxin accumulation (Dam and Haley, 2011). Thus, tolerant copepods
had lower toxin retention efficiency than susceptible ones, although the mechanism was
unknown. Metabolic degradation pathways most likely result from the interaction of numerous
genes, making testing difficult. Alternatively, proteins that neutralize PSTs (Lenarčič et al.,
2000; Morabito and Moczydlowski, 1994; Yotsu‐Yamashita et al., 2001), such as saxiphilin
(Morabito and Moczydlowski, 1994), may prevent toxins from binding with the sodium channel.
The presence of these compounds remains largely unexplored in copepods, but deserves
attention.
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Figure Legends:
Figure 1: Reaction Norms of individual ingestion rates over a range of PST toxicities. Points
represent mean + Standard Error. Symbols represent statistical equivalence within each food
treatment only; (p<0.05, ANOVA). Toxin dose is the concentration of toxic A. fundyense cells
offered in diet. All diets contained a total of 200 Alexandrium spp. cells ml-1 (>550 µgC L-1; >
non-limiting ration). Expression groups were partitioned based on their wild: mutant expression
ratios (see Methods for detailed explanation).

Figure 2: Reaction Norms of individual egg production rates over a range of PST toxicities.
Figure legend details are the same as Figure 1.

Figure 3: Reaction norm response of gross growth efficiency (GGE) of individuals from figures
1 & 2. GGE was calculated from the carbon-scaled ratio of egg production rate to ingestion rate
(see Methods for details). Other figure legend details are the same as Figure 1.

Figure 4: Best fit lines for each isoform genotype for the ingestion, EPR, and GGE experiments.
A +1 to the toxin dose was used to aid in visualization of log10 scale. The r2 values for the best fit
lines are: PWI group EPR = 0.06; EI group EPR = 0.017, GGE = 0.09; PMI group GGE = 0.23.
Line equations can be found in results section.

Figure 5: Egg production rate as a function of ingestion rate (measurements were taken on the
same individual). A) All individuals plotted together, independent of genotype and toxin dose.
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There is a significant positive relationship (linear regression p<0.001; EPR = 0.308 + (0.0433 *
Ingestion Rate); r2 = 0.13; n = 220). B) The same data, but partitioned according to genotype
(Same data and individuals as reported in figures 1-3). Regression lines indicate a significant
relationship (linear regression p<0.05; predominantly wild isoform group: EPR = 0.273 +
(0.0543 * Ingestion Rate); r2 = 0.15; 1:1 group. EPR = 0.284 + (0.0379 * Ingestion Rate); r2 =
0.13).

Figure 6: Three-day egg production on a mixed- toxic and non-toxic diet for each expression
group. Each diet consisted of 500µgC L-1 of the standard diet (equal carbon of Tetraselmis sp.
and Thalasiosira weissfloggi) mixed with 200 µgC L-1 of either toxic Alexandrium fundyense or
non-toxic Alexandrium tamarense. The data are plotted as comparisons A) within toxic and nontoxic treatment, and B) within genotype. Symbol represents statistical difference (student’s t-test,
p<0.05).

Figure 7: Three day total egg production (same data as Figure 6) as a function of the log10 ratio of
wild: mutant sodium channel isoform expression in the A) non-toxic and B) toxic food
treatments. No relationships were found (linear regression, p>0.05).

Figure 8: Individual changes in egg production rate for copepods that were initially fed the
standard diet (500µgC L-1; equal C of Tetraselmis sp. and Thalasiosira weissfloggi) for two days
then switched to either toxic Alexandrium fundyense (Toxic), non-toxic Alexandrium tamarense
(non-toxic) or maintained on the standard diet (Standard Diet) for three more days. A) All data
pooled together for each food treatment. The * indicates that only the Toxic treatment had a
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reduced EPR (1 sample t-test, Ho = no change). Line within the box is the median; perimeter
lines and whiskers are 25th & 75th and 10th & 90th percentiles, respectively, while solid data
points are outliers; B) Data viewed according to change in EPR for each genotype. There was no
difference among groups within each food treatments and among food treatments within each
genotype (ANOVA, p>0.05).
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Tables:
Table 1. Sodium channel isoform specific primers for Acartia hudsonica
Primer Name
Wild-Type Isoform
Forward: AscComF3
Reverse:AscNorR2

Sequence (5' - 3')
CAGCAGCCCATCAGAGAAATC
TTAATGAACAGAAGAAAAAGGCAGGG

Mutant Isoform
Forward: AscComF3
Reverse:
AscMuR1

CAGCAGCCCATCAGAGAAATC
GCCCCCCACGTCTCTTCC

Table 2. Two-factor ANOVA tables for dose-dependent experiments.

Ingestion Rate
Source of Variation
Toxic Treatment
Expression Group
Treat. x Exp. Group
Residual
Total
Egg Production Rate
Source of Variation
Toxic Treatment
Expression Group
Treat. x Exp. Group
Residual
Total
Gross Growth Efficiency
Source of Variation
Toxic Treatment
Expression Group
Treat. x Exp. Group
Residual
Total

DF
SS
4
32557.211
2
1069.463
8
36310.673
205 244251.432
219 306187.137

DF
4
2
8
196
210
DF
4
2
8
192
206

MS
F
P
8139.303 6.831 <0.001
534.731 0.449 0.639
4538.834 3.809 <0.001
1191.470
1398.115

SS
MS
F
P
475.431 118.858 3.534 0.008
814.457 407.229 12.108 <0.001
581.373 72.672 2.161 0.032
6591.892 33.632
8573.632 40.827
SS
0.102
0.0120
0.139
1.745
2.010

MS
F
0.0256 2.814
0.00599 0.659
0.0174 1.916
0.00909
0.00976
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P
0.027
0.519
0.060

Figures:
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Figure 1: Ingestion Rate Reaction Norm
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Figure 4: Best Fit Regression of I, EPR, and GGE of Expression Groups vs. Toxin Dose
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Chapter 3:
The effects of toxic Alexandrium fundyense on induction and selection for mutant sodium
channel isoform expression in the copepod Acartia hudsonica
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Abstract:
Some species in the dinoflagellate genus Alexandrium produce paralytic shellfish toxins
(PSTs) that bind to voltage-gated sodium channels and drastically decrease nerve transmission.
The deleterious effects of PSTs are widely documented. The copepod Acartia hudsonica has
shown rapid evolutionary adaptation to toxic Alexandrium spp.; however, the target of selection
remains unknown. Recently, two sodium channel isoforms, resulting from alternative gene
splicing, have been identified in A. hudsonica. One isoform is highly conserved compared to
other metazoan sodium channels. The variant mutant isoform differs from the wild-type by a
three-amino-acid insertion and one-amino-acid substitution. Both isoforms are expressed in all
individual A. hudsonica copepods, but in varying proportions. I first hypothesized that
expression of the mutant sodium channel could be induced by exposure to toxic food. To test this
hypothesis copepods were fed toxic or non-toxic diets and isoform expression was monitored
over a six-day period. Alternatively, I tested if selection exerted by toxic A. fundyense favored
individuals that predominantly expressed the mutant isoform. To test the second hypothesis, a
multi-generation laboratory experiment was performed to see if selection occurred through
increased viability (continuous presence of toxin) or through increased fecundity (parental
exposure to toxin). In addition to comparing the individual ratios of wild-type: mutant isoforms, I
also partitioned individual copepods into three groups: those that predominantly express either
the mutant (PMI) or wild-type (PWI) isoform, and those that express both isoforms
approximately equally (EI). Results provided little evidence that expression of the mutant
sodium channel isoform was induced from ingestion of toxic food. There were no differences in
ratios and relative composition of expression groups between toxic and non-toxic treatments
after three and six days. Further, the hypothesis that mutant isoform expression is selected for
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was falsified. There was no consistent evidence that showed the wild-type: mutant isoform ratios
or the relative proportion of PMI individuals increased due to toxic food. Adaption in the
selected line that was continuously exposed to toxic food was seen by an increase in egg
production rate after the first generation. This demonstrates that while A. hudsonica is capable of
rapid adaptation, the mutant sodium channel isoform is not the target of selection that confers a
fitness advantage under toxic conditions. Other fitness or behavioral traits must be responsible
for the observed evolutionary adaptation.

Abbreviations: PMI: predominantly mutant isoform; PWI: predominantly wild-type isoform, EI:
approximately equal proportion of wild-type: mutant isoforms; TOX: toxic line; TNT: toxic then
non-toxic line; NTX: non-toxic line; PSTs: paralytic shellfish toxins; EPR: egg production rate

Introduction:
The geographic expansion of many toxic marine algal species (Anderson et al., 2008;
Hallegraeff, 1993) raises important ecological and evolutionary considerations for marine
ecosystems. Namely, how do grazer populations cope with the proliferation and expansion of
toxic species? Rapid evolution via natural selection to toxic algae was documented for
freshwater grazers such as Daphnia spp. (Hairston et al., 2005; Hairston et al., 1999) and marine
bivalves (Bricelj et al., 2005) and copepods (Colin and Dam, 2004). Rapid evolution may
influence population dynamics (Saccheri and Hanski, 2006) or mitigate the effects of toxic algae
(Colin and Dam, 2007). Understanding the evolutionary relationship between toxic algae and
their grazers is critical to predicting the impacts of proliferating toxic algal species on food webs.
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Toxic species in the dinoflagellate genus Alexandrium (see Ch. 2 for more details
regarding Alexandrium spp.) have regularly bloomed off the northeast coast of North America,
extending north from Cape Cod (Anderson et al., 1994; Balech, 1990). Recently, however, toxic
Alexandrium has appeared in Long Island Sound (LIS) (Hattenrath et al., 2010), and is changing
the dynamics of the plankton community (Hattenrath-Lehmann and Gobler, 2011). Copepods are
primary consumers of toxic Alexandrium spp. and adapt quickly to it. Northern copepod
populations of Acartia hudsonica that were historically exposed to toxic Alexandrium spp. (e.g.,
Maine) were adapted compared to southern populations (e.g., New Jersey) that had no previous
exposure to toxic Alexandrium (Colin and Dam, 2002a; 2007). A naïve population acquired
adaptation in two generations, with toxic Alexandrium fundyense identified as the selective force
of the rapid evolution (Colin and Dam, 2004). The mechanism that conferred the fitness
advantage, and was the target of natural selection, was unknown.
One mechanism of adaptation to PSTs is well-known. Adaptation to PSTs in clams
resulted from changes in the cellular binding site, the extracellular portion of sodium channels,
which dramatically reduced toxin binding affinity (Bricelj et al., 2005). Lower binding affinity
allows adapted individuals to consume, and accumulate, higher levels of PSTs without adverse
effects. Juvenile soft shell clams that expressed resistant genotypes were selected for in
geographic areas that experienced toxic Alexandrium spp. blooms (Bricelj et al., 2010; Connell et
al., 2007). As discussed in Chapter 2 (Advantages, Costs, Trade-offs), there are two sodium
channel isoforms that are the putative result of alternative splicing (see Ch.2 for more detail).
The mutant sodium channel contains an insertion that originates from non-coding genomic DNA
(e.g., introns). The mutation is not on the toxin binding site (as in the case of clams), but rather in
the inner portion of the sodium channel (Chen 2010), and does affect channel function (Chen et
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al. in prep). Both isoforms are expressed in all individuals, but in varying proportions (Chen et
al. in prep.). Alternative splicing in human sodium channels is common (Plummer et al., 1998),
with different isoforms corresponding to specific organ systems (Cestele and Catterall, 2000;
Clancy and Rudy, 1999). Further, inclusion of non-coding sequences into functional sodium
channels has been observed in Drosophila spp. (Wu and Krainer, 1999). Mutations that
incorporate non-coding DNA into expressed genes can lead to evolutionary change (Andolfatto,
2005). As explained in the previous chapter, the mutation may provide an advantage to grazers
under toxic food conditions. Together, this suggests that the sodium channel mutation in A.
hudsonica may be the target of selection (MacColl, 2011).
The goal of this study was to determine if the mutant sodium channel isoform of A.
hudsonica is sensitive to selective pressure from toxic Alexandrium spp. and inducible under
toxic conditions. To accomplish this goal I used laboratory selection experiments. First, I
determined if expression of the mutant sodium channel was inducible by toxic Alexandrium spp.
Support of this hypothesis would result in an increase in the frequency of individuals that
predominantly express the mutant isoform (PMI) and a decrease in the ratio of wild-type: mutant
isoform ratios of copepods exposed to toxic food within a single generation. Next, I conducted a
selection experiment over four generations to test the hypothesis that, if expression was not
inducible but fixed, PMI individuals would be favored in toxic environments. This would result
in both an increase in the relative proportion of PMI individuals as well as a decrease in the wildtype: mutant ratio for toxin exposed lines. In the event of selection, the experiment was also
designed to test whether viability or fecundity selection occurred. Further, for the multigeneration experiment I used individual egg production rate as a measure of fitness-related
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performance. This would corroborate any increase in mutant sodium channel expression in toxic
lines to adaptation.

Methods:
Culture of Algae and Copepods
Copepods were collected from Avery Point, Groton, CT, USA (Latitude: 41.31519 N,
Longitude: 72.06352 W) during January 2010 using a 200µm mesh size conical plankton net,
equipped with a solid cod end, gently towed ~1-2m below the surface. In the lab, approximately
300-400 male and female Acartia hudsonica were immediately separated and fed maximum
rations (>600µgC L-1, (Besiktepe and Dam, 2002)) of a standard non-toxic diet (standard diet)
that consisted of the diatom Thalassiosira weissfloggi and the green flagellate Tetraselmis sp. in
equal carbon proportions. Food and animals were kept on a 12:12 hour light:dark cycle at 15°C.
The standard diet has been routinely used to rear A. hudsonica cultures in the HG Dam
laboratory for many years (Colin and Dam, 2002a). For the selection experiments, a cohort was
established by harvesting the eggs laid over a four day period from approximately 400 adult
females. At least 20 generations had elapsed before running experiments, which eliminated or
minimized maternal effects (Falconer and MacKay, 1996).
Algae were maintained in triplicate semi-continuous cultures by dilution twice a week
with F/2 nutrient medium (Guillard, 1975) and maintained on a 12:12 hour light:dark cycle at
18°C. The toxic dinoflagellate Alexandrium fundyense was originally isolated from the Bay of
Fundy, NB, Canada (Colin and Dam, 2002a). The non-toxic congener species Alexandrium
tamarense was provided by NOAA’S NMFS laboratory in Milford, CT (Colin and Dam,
2002a). The toxic and non-toxic Alexandrium cells had similar equivalent spherical diameters
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(33 and 32µm, respectively) and carbon content (2.8X10-3 and 2.6X10-3 µgC cell-1, respectively).
Three days prior to their addition, one replicates each of the toxic and non-toxic Alexandrium
strains were transferred to 15°C to acclimate.

Intra-Generation Selection ExperimentI tested whether consuming toxic A. fundyense could induce the expression of the mutant
sodium channel isoform in adult female Acartia hudsonica within a single generation. A cohort
of adult A. hudsonica was split into three treatment groups (~300-400 individuals per treatment);
each group was maintained at a ration of 500µgC L-1 of the standard diet, with two treatment
groups supplemented with 200µgC L-1 of toxic A. fundyense and the remaining treatment group
supplemented with 200µgC L-1 of non-toxic A. tamarense. After three days, one of the toxic
treatments was switched to the diet supplemented with non-toxic A. tamarense (toxic then nontoxic treatment, TNT), with the other two treatments maintained on their respective toxic and
non-toxic diets (TOX and NTX treatments, respectively) for three more days (total 6 days;
Figure 1A). This was to test whether or not the continuous presence of toxic food was necessary,
if induction occurred. Individual adult females were sampled for isoform expression prior to
splitting into food treatments (initial), at three and six days (n=48 each). Individuals were
carefully captured by their antenna or urosome, to avoid crushing, with a pair of sharp-ended
forceps (Dupont # 5 Tweezers), and immersed immediately into a 1.5mL microcentrifuge tube
containing 200µl Tri Reagent (MRC, Inc., Cincinnati, OH 45212), and frozen at -80°C until
molecular analyses (see below). Copepod mortality during the experiment was low, with no
differences in mortality among treatments (data not presented).
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Multi Generation Selection ExperimentI examined whether sodium channel isoform expression was sensitive to selective
pressure from toxic A. fundyense. The design is similar to Colin and Dam (2004), but I
performed the experiments on the individual level for all treatments. Upon maturation, 48 adult
female A. hudsonica from a cohort were sub-sampled for initial isoform expression, as described
above. The cohort was then split into two groups. Each group was fed a suspension of 500µgC L1

of the standard diet but one group was supplemented with an additional 200µgC L-1 of toxic A.

fundyense and the other with 200 µgCL-1 of non-toxic A. tamarense. Females in each group were
allowed to lay eggs for five days. These eggs represent the F1 generation, or first generation of
selection. Eggs from the F1 group fed non-toxic food were continuously reared on 500µgC L-1
standard diet + 200µgC L-1 non-toxic A. tamarense (NTX). Eggs from the group fed toxic food
group were equally separated into two treatments. One treatment was reared on 500µgC L-1
standard diet + 200µgC L-1 non-toxic A. tamarense (TNT), while the other was maintained on
500µgC L-1 standard diet + 200µgC L-1 toxic A. fundyense (TOX) (Figure 1B). Upon maturity,
48 adult females from each treatment were preserved for isoform analysis as described above.
This designed allowed me to test the effects of continuous selective pressure (TOX, top line
Figure 2B), selective pressure during the parental generations only (TNT, middle line Figure
2B), and no selective pressure (NTX, bottom line Figure 2B) from toxic A. fundyense on
copepod isoform expression. Food suspensions for all treatment cultures were checked and
refreshed every other day, and the toxin content of any added A. fundyense was measured by
HPLC analysis (Dam and Haley, 2011). The toxicity of Alexandrium was not measured for the
initial generation. Cultures were maintained in separate 20 L buckets. While the treatment lines
were not replicated, bucket effects were previously found to be negligible with this system
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(Colin and Dam, 2004). Further, individual measurements were compared among treatments, not
pooled means. Samples from all treatments were collected twice a week during the entire
duration of the experiment, and preserved in 10% formalin. All life stages were enumerated.
Nauplii to adult mortality rates were calculated, assuming an exponential decrease in survival
with time; i.e., Nt = No e-mt, where m is the mortality coefficient (day-1), No and Nt are the nauplii
and adult concentrations, respectively, and the time subscripts represent the first and last day
samples were collected. This entire procedure was repeated from the second to the fourth
generation.
Egg production rate (EPR), a measure of fitness, on toxic and non-toxic food was
measured for each treatment at each generation. At the same time that adults were sampled for
isoform expression, 48 additional individuals per selection line were randomly placed in 60mm
Petri dishes containing 45ml of either 500µgC L-1 Tetraselmis sp. (non-toxic treatment) or toxic
A. fundyense (toxic treatment) (24 individuals per food treatment). Copepods were transferred to
fresh food suspension each day for two days, to minimize egg cannibalism, and adults were
preserved for isoform expression analysis as described above. The eggs produced from these
assays were disposed of after counting.

Isoform Expression AnalysisAnalyses of mutant and wild-type isoform expression for individual A. hudsonica and
criteria for assigning expression groups were performed according to the methods described in
chapter 2- Advantages, costs and trade-offs.

Statistical Analyses-
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If distributions of ratios were found to be non-normal, a log10 transformation was applied,
and the log10 transformed value was used for the parametric tests. If normality was still not
achieved, then a non-parametric test (Mann Whitney U test) was conducted using the original
values. A one-way ANOVA was used to compare the wild-type: mutant isoform expression
ratios. If differences were found among groups, the appropriate post-hoc test (i.e. parametric vs.
non-parametric) was performed. Chi square (χ2) analysis was used to determine differences
among the relative proportions of expression groups among lines and among time points or
generations. A four-factor ANOVA, with generation, treatment line, food diet, and expression
group as main factors, was performed for the EPR data. All statistical tests were conducted using
Sigma Plot 11.0 or Mini Tab 16 with an alpha value of 0.05.

Results:
Intra-GenerationResults of the toxin exposure experiments conducted over six days were not consistent
with the hypothesis that mutant sodium channel expression was inducible (Fig. 2). Ratios of
wild-type: mutant isoforms generally varied between -0.5 and 0.5. The former indicates that
expression of the wild isoform is one-third (10-0.5= 0.32) of the mutant isoform, and the latter
indicates that expression of the wild isoform is three-fold (100.5 = 3.2) of the mutant isoform.
There was no change in the ratio of wild-type: mutant isoforms for the TOX and NTX treatments
over the six-day experiment (Figure 2, ANOVA p>0.05). The wild-type: mutant-isoform ratio
decreased on day six for the TNT treatment (Figure 2, ANOVA p<0.05). There was no
difference among lines for the initial and three-day time points (Figure 2; within time points,
ANOVA p>0.05). After six days, the ratio of wild-type: mutant isoforms decreased for the TNT
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treatment relative to the NTX treatment; however, the TOX treatment was not different than the
TNT and NTX treatments (Figure. 2; p<0.05 ANOVA among treatment groups at six-day,
Dunn’s non-parametric post-hoc multiple comparison test p>0.05).
Similarly, there was no significant change in the relative proportion of each expression
group within each treatment line over the experimental period (Figure. 3; chi square analyses).
There were differences among treatment lines within each time point. Namely, at three days, the
TNT treatment had a higher relative proportion of PMI individuals compared to the TOX
treatment; however, there was no difference in the relative proportion of expression groups
between NTX and TOX treatments (Figure. 3; chi-squared analysis). There was no difference
among treatment groups at day six. None of these outcomes is consistent with the notion that
expression of the mutant sodium channel was induced by the presence of toxic Alexandrium.

Multi-Generation Selection ExperimentExperimental conditions among treatment buckets were similar throughout the duration
of the experiment. The daily mortality rate from nauplii to adult was low and comparable among
treatment lines for the first two generations, with adult densities between 350-400 L-1, or
approximately 3500-4000 total individuals per treatment vessel (Figure 4). There was an overall
decrease in adult density for generations two through four, but each treatment line typically
maintained populations greater than 2000 individuals per treatment line. There was an
approximate two-fold increase in mortality rate during the third generation for the TOX
treatment, with a subsequent reduction in adult density to ~50 L-1, or 500 adults per container
(Figure 4, generation 3). The NTX treatment line experienced a similar, but less severe, increase
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in mortality rate during the fourth generation. There were no visible parasites, egg predators, or
signs of disease for the copepods in any culture containers during the entire experimental period.
Comparisons of wild-type: mutant isoform ratios within each treatment line showed little
evidence for selection of the mutant isoform under toxic environments. Only the wild-type:
mutant isoform expression ratio in the TOX line changed over successive generations (Figure 5;
ANOVA, Kruskal-Wallis post-hoc test); the ratio decreased after the first generation, but
increased after the second generation. The hypothesis for mutant isoform selection was further
falsified by inconsistent differences among treatment lines within each generation. There were
no differences within the first and second generations among treatment lines. The TOX treatment
line had a higher wild-type: mutant isoform ratio than the TNT and NTX treatment lines during
the third generation (Figure 5: generation three; ANOVA, Kruskal-Wallis post-hoc test). During
the fourth generation, the NTX line had a lower ratio than the TOX line; however, each was
equivalent to the TNT line (Figure 5; generation four). The toxicity of A. fundyense ranged from
approximately 12-20 pgSTX equivalents cell-1 with no statistical change over the four
generations (Figure 5; top panel Toxic Line, diamonds).
The hypothesis of selection for the mutant isoform in the presence of toxic A. fundyense
was not supported by results of changes in the relative proportion of each expression group.
There was a change in the relative proportion of each expression group within the TOX line from
generations two to three, and three to four. The largest change was an apparent decrease in the
proportion of PMI individuals (Figure 6; Toxic Line). The TNT line changed between the initial
and first generation, and again from generations two to three and three to four. The TNT line
appeared to have an increase in the relative proportion of EI individuals, and a decrease in PWI
individuals (Figure 6, Toxic then Non-Toxic Line). The NTX line only changed from the initial
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to first generation, with an increase in PWI individuals and decrease in EI individuals (Figure 6;
chi square analyses, differences represented by arrows). When differences were found among
lines at each generation, the TOX line always differed from the TNT line (Figure 6; chi square
analyses, differences represented by letters); the TOX line appeared to have a smaller relative
contribution of PMI individuals compared to the TNT and NTX lines. The TNT and NTX lines
were the same for generations one, two, and four, but the TNT line had a higher relative
contribution of the EI isoform ratio expression group during generation three.
Individual performance of copepods in each treatment line on toxic and non-toxic food
showed rapid changes. The TOX line had the significantly highest egg production rates (EPR) on
both non-toxic (Tetraselmis spp.) and toxic (A. fundyense) food for all generations, except on
generation two on toxic food for which EPR was not different than in the TNT line (Figure 7;
ANOVA, among lines within generation). Egg production rate for the TOX treatment line
changed from the initial sample (F0) to generation one, one to two, and three to four on both food
diets. The NTX and TNT lines only changed between generations two to three, and three to four.
Toxicity of A. fundyense increased two-fold for generation three, but there was no concomitant
decrease in EPR (Figure 7, diamonds). The NTX and TNT lines had equivalent EPR on both
diets except during the fourth generation; the TNT line had greater EPR than the NTX line
(Figure 7). The TNT and NTX line EPR on toxic Alexandrium sp. never changed relative to F0
values; however, except for generation two, the TOX line had greater EPR than the initial EPR
measurement (not shown, ANOVA). Results of the four-way ANOVA showed a significant main
effect for generation, treatment line, and food diet, and an interaction effect between generation
and treatment line (Table 1, p<0.05 Gen x Line). These differences did not appear to be related to
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the sodium channel expression groups, with no interaction effect observed when all factors were
considered (Table 1; p>0.05, Generation x Line x Diet x Expression Group).

Discussion:
My results provide little support for the hypothesis that expression of the mutant sodium channel
isoform can be induced through exposure to PST-containing prey. Further, the mutant isoform
does not appear to be the target of selection (MacColl, 2011) from PSTs, despite an increase in
performance metrics of selected lines. Hence, other mechanisms that confer an adaptive
advantage to copepods challenged with PSTs must exist.

Induction of mutant sodium channel isoform:
Inducible defenses are phenotypic responses where exposure to a stressor allows the
organism to mitigate damage in subsequent encounters (Harvell, 1990), and are common in
aquatic predator-prey interactions (Tollrian and Harvell, 1999). Historically, inducible defenses
were seen as plastic traits that were limited to the generation experiencing the stressor. Some
acquired traits, including inducible defense, are now recognized to be heritable (Bossdorf et al.,
2008; Richards, 2006). For example, tolerance to the toxic cyanobacteria Microcytsis was
developed within the lifespan of exposed Daphnia magna and passed on to offspring (Gustafsson
et al., 2005). Rapid evolution can result from these heritable induced variations in ecologically
important traits (Bossdorf et al., 2008; Jiang et al., 2011; Rasanen and Kruuk, 2007).
Alternative splicing is common in animals; for example, in humans ~40-60% of genes are
alternatively spliced (Modrek and Lee, 2002), and can be regulated during an organism’s
lifespan and potentially passed on to offspring (Luco et al., 2010). The mutant sodium channel
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isoform of A. hudsonica appears to be alternatively spliced (Chen et al., in prep), and it was
hypothesized to offer an advantage to copepods in the presence of PSTs (Chen, 2010). This
could allow for rapid changes in a potentially advantageous trait. Therefore, I hypothesized that
expression of the mutant sodium channel isoform of A. hudsonica could be induced upon
exposure to food that contains PSTs.
The induction hypothesis was tested in numerous ways. Since measuring isoform
expression is a destructive process, I used a comparative approach. I assumed that isoform
expression was not fixed, but sensitive to regulation from external factors (e.g., ingestion of
PSTs from toxic A. fundyense), and that all copepods’ potential for expression was similar. A
longer period of induction was not considered because the typical lifespan for adult copepods in
the wild is a few days (Peterson, 2001). If ingestion of toxic A. fundyense induced expression of
the mutant sodium channel isoform, then treatment lines that were fed toxic food should have
had lower wild-type: mutant isoform ratios and a higher relative proportion of PMI individuals
compared to non-toxic treatment lines (Fig. 1A). There was no evidence to support this
hypothesis. In addition, I also tested if there was a cost to induction. That is, ingestion of toxic
cells increases the expression of mutant isoforms. If induction was costly in a non-toxic
environment, then removal of the inducing agent should halt the increased expression. Meaning,
induction of mutant isoforms requires the continuous presence of toxic A. fundyense;
specifically, the TNT and TOX treatments should differ after six days for the intra-generational
experiment (Fig. 1A). Similarly, for the multi-generation experiment, if mutant isoform was
inducible and required the continuous presence of toxin, the TNT line should differ from the
TOX line but be the same as the NTX line (Fig. 1B). Simply, if induction was costly, then the
TNT treatment lines for both experiments should have a decreased wild-type: mutant isoform
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ratio and lower relative proportion of PMIs compared to the TOX line. Neither of these expected
outcomes was observed (Fig2. 2 & 3). While differences among treatment lines were found, they
were contradictory to the hypothesis and inconsistent across experiments. Taken together,
sodium channel isoform expression is not inducible within six days of toxin exposure; hence, the
hypothesis was falsified. If the mutant sodium channel isoform is responsible for adaptation in A.
hudsonica, it must be from genetic selection, where isoform expression is fixed but heritable.

Selection of individuals that express mutant sodium channel isoforms:
The induction hypothesis was based on two assumptions. First, that expression of mutant
sodium channel isoforms can be regulated based on environmental cues (e.g., PSTs). Second, if
induction occurred, then the induced changes would be passed on to successive generations
(Bossdorf et al., 2008). There was, however, no evidence for induction. An alternative
hypothesis predicts that wild-type: mutant isoform ratios are fixed for adults, and heritable. If the
mutant sodium channel isoform was advantageous in the presence of PSTs, then selection for
PMIs should occur under toxic conditions. This would result in a decrease in the wild mutant
isoform ratio and an increase in the relative proportion of PMI individuals under toxic
conditions. This could explain the adaptation of populations of A. hudsonica that were
historically exposed to toxic Alexandrium spp. (Colin and Dam, 2002a; 2004; 2007), and the
adaptation within two generations observed in a naïve copepod population (Colin and Dam,
2004). To test this hypothesis I performed a multi-generation selection experiment in which I
monitored sodium channel isoform expression and fitness (e.g., EPR) of individuals.
There was little evidence to support the hypothesis that the mutant sodium channel
isoform was the target of selection by toxic A. fundyense. Comparisons of the TOX and TNT
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treatment lines to the NTX line demonstrated that the mutant sodium channel isoform is not
sensitive to selection from toxic A. fundyense. If selection for the mutant isoform occurred, then
the TOX and TNT should be similar, but both should differ from the NTX line (Fig. 1B). This is
because both have had parental selection, which was shown to maintain adaptation to PSTs even
in the absence of toxic food during rearing (Colin and Dam, 2004). This was not observed for the
ratio of wild-type: mutant isoforms (Fig. 5) and the relative proportion of each expression group
(Fig. 6). Broadly, I would expect the TOX treatment line to change over successive generations,
favoring expression of the mutant isoform, while the NTX treatment should not change. The
opposite was observed. While there were differences between the TOX and NTX lines, the TOX
treatment had greater relative expression of wild-type isoforms. Perhaps the wild-type sodium
channel isoform is the target of selection? This is unlikely for several reasons. First, previous
results from chapter 2 did not find any fitness advantage associated with the wild-type sodium
channel isoform under toxic conditions. Next, I did not observe the relative increase in PWI
individuals in the TOX treatment from generations one to four that would be associated with
selection. Further, similar changes in the relative contribution of expression groups were also
observed for the TNT line, independent of the continuous presence of toxin. Finally, there was
relatively little change in A. fundyense toxicity, specifically between generations two and three.
The wild-type isoform was not the target of selection from toxic A. fundyense.
With the absence of induction, comparison between the TNT and TOX line verified that
viability and fecundity selection of PMI individuals did not occur. I designed these experiments
to test for two theoretical outcomes, both assuming that evidence for selection of the mutant
isoform was observed. Parental exposure to toxin (TNT) allowed offspring to mature in a nontoxic, ideal environment (Fig. 1B); there should be no difference in viability among expression
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groups, but toxic food should result in lower EPR for susceptible individuals (Colin and Dam,
2004; 2007). Assuming the mutant isoform is advantageous in the presence of toxin, continual
exposure could lead to differences in viability from egg to adult among expression groups. Thus,
if the TOX line had greater mutant isoform expression compared to TNT and NTX, then this
would suggest that viability selection occurred, through reduced mortality during maturation
from egg to adult. Juvenile life stages were found to the most susceptible to toxins (Colin and
Dam, 2004). This could explain why whole life-history studies showed that historically-exposed
populations were adapted to PST-containing prey; that is, copepods that expressed the wild-type
isoform perished during development in toxic environments. Conversely, if the TNT had greater
mutant isoform expression that the TOX and NTX lines (Fig.1B), then this suggests that survival
to adulthood is likely independent of expression group; however, if the mutant isoform was
advantageous to PSTs, then more eggs would result through fecundity selection. There is little, if
any, support for either hypothesis. First, there is no evidence of selection for mutant isoforms
from PST-containing prey. Next, while the TNT line had a lower ratio and relatively fewer PWI
individuals compared to the TOX line, which supports viability selection, the TNT and NTX
lines were not different. Further, there is no evidence of an advantage for the mutant isoform
under toxic conditions (Chapter 2), violating the assumptions of the hypotheses. In summary,
viability or fecundity selection for the mutant sodium channel isoform did not occur for A.
hudsonica populations exposed to toxic A. fundyense.
When all experimental factors are considered, the selection hypothesis is further falsified.
Expression Group was the only main factor to have no effect on EPR, with Generation x
Treatment Line as the only significant interaction effect (Table 1). This implies that selection
occurred over the course of the experiment and was dependent upon the treatment line; however,
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the sodium channel expression groups were not responsible for such selection. Adaptation under
continuous selection occurred, but was independent of sodium channel isoform expression.
Overall, selection for the mutant sodium channel isoform exerted by toxic A. fundyense did not
occur. The selection hypothesis was consistently not supported.
My study used a similar experimental design, including the three treatment lines
(Fig.1B), as Colin and Dam (2004), with one important exception. Whereas Colin and Dam
(2004) measured EPR on a toxic diet for pooled samples (n≈10 ♀ copepods per bottle) on the
NTX and TNT treatments only, I measured individual EPR on toxic and non-toxic food for all
treatment lines. My experimental design yielded the interesting observation that egg production
rates for the TOX treatment line were routinely higher on both toxic and non-toxic food
compared to individuals from the initial generation (Fo) and the NTX and TNT treatments (Fig.
7). The experimental conditions for the TOX treatment differ from the majority of fitness assays
in that I measured the effect of chronic, long-term exposure to toxic food on EPR, as opposed to
acute, short-term incubations. The increase in EPR in the TOX treatment could be the result of
immediate selection for toxin-tolerant individuals, with susceptible individuals suffering high
mortality. If this occurred, then the TNT treatment line should have also had a similar EPR to the
TOX line since the eggs came from the TOX treatment adults. This was not seen, and directional
selection cannot explain these results. Alternatively, toxic food was found to increase the gross
growth efficiency of A. hudsonica copepods fed over four days (see chapter 2). Continuous
presence of toxic food in my selection experiments could maintain the high GGE, which would
result in increased EPR. If this occurs under field conditions, it suggests that prolonged exposure
to toxic blooms may actually increase the fitness of certain copepods. These results merit further
attention.
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A major assumption of this study is that expression ratios are heritable. Evidence to
support heritability was seen in the NTX treatment, where no selection of any kind purportedly
occurred. If sodium channel expression was random, not heritable, and independent of the
parents, then this would result in random changes from one generation to the next. This was not
observed. In the absence of toxic food there were minimal changes in sodium channel isoform
expression across generations, for both wild-type: mutant isoform ratios and relative proportion
of each expression group. Conversely, individual expression of the two isoforms could be
random from one generation to the next, but the population mean would appear to be constant.
The large sample size used in my study would capture that random distribution each generation.
Future experiments that mate virgin females with males and measure the expression of both
parents and offspring are needed to verify the heritability of sodium channel isoform expression.
Regardless, selection for individuals that predominantly express mutant isoforms, through
induced or inherited mechanisms, did not occur. Other mechanisms must underlie the adaptive
changes seen in A. hudsonica to PST-producing Alexandrium, and are discussed in chapter two.
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Figure Legends:
Figure 1: Schematic diagram of the experimental designs. Dark buckets: copepods were reared
on a toxic diet (500µgC L-1 standard diet + 200 µgC L-1 toxic Alexandrium fundyense). Light
buckets: copepods were reared on a non-toxic diet (500µgC L-1 standard diet + 200 µgC L-1 nontoxic Alexandrium tamarense).

Figure 2: Ratios of wild-type: mutant isoform expression in female Acartia hudsonica exposed to
toxic and nontoxic food. The three selection treatments, from top to bottom, correspond to Figure
1A: the toxic line (TOX), which was fed a toxic diet for all six days; the toxic then non-toxic line
(TNT), which was fed a toxic diet for the first three days then switched to a non-toxic diet; and,
the non-toxic line (NTX) which was fed the non-toxic standard diet for all six days. A symbol (*)
indicates a change (ANOVA, p<0.05) in ratio from the previous time point within that selection
line. A letter (e.g., A, B, C) indicates statistical groupings (ANOVA, p<0.05) among selected
lines at a given time point. Line within the box is the median; perimeter lines and whiskers are
25th & 75th and 10th & 90th percentiles, respectively, and black circles are outliers.

Figure 3: Proportion of sodium channel expression groups over six days. The three selection
treatments, from top to bottom, correspond to Figure 1A & 2: the toxic line (TOX), which was
fed a toxic diet for all six days; the toxic then non-toxic line (TNT), which was fed a toxic diet
for the first three days then switched to a non-toxic diet; and the non-toxic line (NTX) which was
fed the non-toxic standard diet for all six days. See methods for details on how expression groups
were determined. There were no differences within each selected line over the six days
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(ANOVA, p >0.05). Statistical groupings among selected lines on day three are represented by
letters (ANOVA, p <0.05).

Figure 4: Mortality rate from nauplii to adult (upper panel) and adult density (lower panel) for
each selected line during each generation.

Figure 5: Log10 ratio of sodium channel wild: mutant isoform expression in female Acartia
hudsonica over four generations of selection. The three selected lines correspond to Figure 1B,
from top to bottom: the toxic line (TOX), which was continuously fed a toxic diet for all four
generations; the toxic then non-toxic line (TNT), where half the eggs from the previous
generation’s toxic diet were reared in a non-toxic environment; and the non-toxic line (NTX)
which was fed the non-toxic standard diet for all four generations. Asterisks represent a change
in ratio from the previous diet within each selected line (ANOVA, p<0.05), and letters (e.g., A,
B, C) represent statistical groupings among selected lines within each generation (ANOVA,
p<0.05). Line within the box is the median; perimeter lines and whiskers are 25th & 75th and 10th
& 90th percentiles, respectively; black circles are outliers.

Figure 6: Relative composition of sodium channel expression groups in Acartia hudsonica
during four generations of selection. The treatments are the same for Figure 5. See methods for
details on how expression groups were determined. An arrow represents a change in composition
from the previous diet within each selected line (ANOVA, p<0.05), and letters (e.g., A, B, C)
represent statistical groupings among selected lines within each generation (ANOVA, p<0.05).
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Figure 7: Egg production rates (EPR) of individual Acartia hudsonica from each treatment line
fed non-limiting rations of non-toxic Tetraselmis sp. (top panel) or toxic Alexandrium fundyense
(bottom panel). Toxin content of A. fundyense is represented by diamonds; the sample size was
~24 individuals for each data point. Symbols to the upper right of each data point indicate a
change in EPR from the previous generation (student t-test, p < 0.05). Letters to the left of each
data point represent statistical groupings among selected lines within each generation (ANOVA,
p<0.05). Error bars represent + 1 standard deviation.
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Tables:
Table 1: Four-Factor ANOVA comparing the effects of Generation (Gen), Selected Line (Line),
non-toxic or toxic Diet (Diet), and Expression Group (Exp Group) on egg production rate of
Acartia hudsonica. Highlighting indicates p < 0.05.
Source
Gen
Line
Diet
Exp Group
Gen*Line
Gen*Diet
Gen*Exp Group
Line*Diet
Line*Exp Group
Diet*Exp Group
Gen*Line*Diet
Gen*Line*Exp Group
Gen*Diet*Exp Group
Line*Diet*Exp Group
Gen*Line*Diet*Exp Group
Error
Total

DF
3
2
1
2
6
3
6
2
4
2
6
12
6
4
12
405
476

Seq SS
6415.77
10634.04
415.13
49.72
3997.52
91.78
363.43
47.19
95.84
41.95
411.23
226.55
31.16
51.83
503.68
16903.97
40280.80
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Adj SS
4432.22
7435.85
374.39
52.67
2867.60
63.29
286.32
15.53
81.55
4.40
287.44
212.20
48.09
75.43
503.68
16903.97

Adj MS
1477.41
3717.93
374.39
26.33
477.93
21.10
47.72
7.76
20.39
2.20
47.91
17.68
8.02
18.86
41.97
41.74

F
35.40
89.08
8.97
0.63
11.45
0.51
1.14
0.19
0.49
0.05
1.15
0.42
0.19
0.45
1.01

P__
0.000
0.000
0.003
0.533
0.000
0.679
0.336
0.830
0.744
0.949
0.334
0.954
0.979
0.771
0.443

Figures:
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Figure 1: Schematic Diagram of Induction and Selection Experiments
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Chapter 4:
Characterization of mutant sodium channel expression in Acartia hudsonica along a latitudinal
gradient and during the progression of a toxic Alexandrium spp. bloom
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Abstract:
Adaptation of A. hudsonica populations to toxic Alexandrium spp. was previously found to be
associated with their degree of historical exposure. Further, adaptation was acquired rapidly in
naïve populations. Toxins produced by Alexandrium spp. (a suite of neurotoxins collectively
known as saxitoxins; STX) bind to the extracellular portion of sodium channels. A novel
alternatively spliced mutation of the sodium channel of A. hudsonica was hypothesized to be
advantageous to toxic Alexandrium spp. Both isoforms, wild-type and mutant, are expressed in
all individuals, but in varying proportions. Differences in the frequency of individuals that
predominantly express the mutant isoform may explain the observed geographic adaptation and
rapid evolution. Therefore, I tested the hypothesis that individuals from populations historically
exposed to toxins express relatively more mutant sodium channel isoforms compared to
populations naïve to the toxins. I sampled individual A. hudsonica copepods from Maine (ME;
exposed region), Connecticut (CT; naïve region), and New Jersey (NJ; naïve region) early, mid,
and late in the 2011 local copepod season. Further, I hypothesized that expression of the mutant
isoform should increase during the progression of a natural toxic Alexandrium spp. bloom. I
tested this latter hypothesis by measuring the sodium channel isoform expression of A. hudsonica
during the 2011 toxic Alexandrium spp. bloom in Northport Harbor, NY. For all analyses, I
compared the ratios of wild-type: mutant isoforms of individual copepods. Further, I partitioned
individuals into three groups: those that predominantly express either the mutant (PMI) or wildtype (PWI) isoform, and those that express both isoforms approximately equally (EI). Results
showed no consistent difference in isoform ratios or the relative composition of expression
groups among populations, and across time, from ME to NJ. Therefore, the first hypothesis was
falsified. Similarly, no differences in these parameters were observed during the Alexandrium
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bloom in Northport Harbor. However, the wild-type: mutant isoform ratio decreased one week
after the peak of the toxic Alexandrium spp. bloom, but there was no simultaneous increase in
PMI individuals. Therefore, there was little evidence in support of the second hypothesis. Other
mechanisms must be responsible for the observed geographic difference in adaptation and rapid
evolution of copepods to toxic Alexandrium.

Abbreviations: PMI: predominantly mutant isoform; PWI: predominantly wild-type isoform, EI:
approximately equal proportion of wild-type: mutant isoforms; PSTs: paralytic shellfish toxins

Introduction:
Local adaptation of predators to toxic prey has been demonstrated. Garter snakes,
Thamnophis sirtalis, which have historically fed on salamanders that contain tetrodotoxin (TTX)
were more tolerant than snake populations naïve to toxic salamanders (Brodie III and Brodie,
1990; Geffeney et al., 2002; Motychak et al., 1999). Softshell clams, Mya arenaria, that have cooccurred with saxitoxin (STX)- producing dinoflagellate algae, Alexandrium spp., had higher
performance metrics when ingesting toxic prey compared to naïve populations (MacQuarrie and
Bricelj, 2008). Similarly, historically-exposed northern populations of A. hudsonica showed
higher performance metrics on toxic Alexandrium spp. compared to naïve southern populations
(Colin and Dam, 2002a; 2004; 2007). Naïve populations of A. hudsonica were capable of rapid
evolution (Colin and Dam, 2004).
Saxitoxin and TTX are both potent neurotoxins that act by blocking cellular sodium
channels, inhibiting nerve transmissions (Catterall, 2000). Adaptation in snakes and clams was
caused by a mutation in the sodium channel that reduced the binding affinity of the toxins. These
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small genetic changes of large effect were correlated with geographic differences in resistance
(snakes: (Geffeney et al., 2002; Geffeney et al., 2005); clams: (Bricelj et al., 2005; Connell et al.,
2007). A mutation in the sodium channel of A. hudsonica has also been identified; however,
there is no difference in binding affinity between the mutant and wild-type sodium isoforms
(Chen, 2010). This mutation is the result of alternative splicing and has been hypothesized to be
advantageous in the presence of toxins (See chapters 1-3 for details). Alternative splicing can
create variance among individuals and appears to be susceptible to selection (Andolfatto, 2005;
Hanrahan et al., 2000; Reenan, 2001). Thus, the two sodium channel isoforms may explain local
geographic adaptation and rapid evolution to toxic Alexandrium spp. in A. hudsonica
populations.
In this study I tested two main hypotheses. First, populations of Acartia hudsonica
historically exposed to toxic Alexandrium spp. will have a higher frequency of PMI individuals
and a lower wild-type: mutant isoform ratio compared to naïve populations. Next, I hypothesized
that the relative abundance of PMI individuals will increase over the course of a natural toxic
Alexandrium spp. bloom.

Methods:
To test the first hypothesis, three locations were sampled several times in 2011
throughout the local season of growth of Acartia hudsonica (Figure 1): 1) Tuckerton Bay, New
Jersey (39°34’60”N, 74°19’18”W)- March 16, April 6, and June 7; 2) Avery Point, Connecticut
(41°19’50”N, 72°3’44”W)- February, 7, April 2, June 9, and June 20; and 3) Casco Bay, Maine
(43°43’46”N, 70°9’51”W)- March 4, April 26, and June 22. Toxic Alexandrium spp. blooms are
common in Casco Bay, but have never been reported for the Connecticut and New Jersey
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sampling sites. To test the second hypothesis, samples were collected from Northport Harbor,
New York (40°53'42'' N, 073°21'36'' W) before, during, and after the 2011 toxic bloom- April
11, May 2, May 9, May 16, and June 13. Copepods were not sampled from Northport Harbor
between May 16 and June 13 because a large gelatinous bloom reduced A. hudsonica densities.
The NJ and ME locations were sampled by gently lowering a 0.5 meter diameter 200µm
mesh size conical plankton net equipped with a solid cod-end over the side of a bridge, and
towed by slowly walking the length of the bridge. The NY and CT locations were sampled by
gently towing the plankton net from a research vessel. For all locations, the contents of the codend were diluted into a 20L bucket of natural seawater and placed in an insulated cooler for
transport to the laboratory. Additional quantitative oblique plankton tows using a Seabird flow
meter were conducted during each NY sampling trip. Toxic Alexandrium spp. densities were
determined by fluorescent in situ hybridization (Anderson et al., 2005a). Temperature, salinity
and dissolved oxygen were measured for all locations at all times; no differences in water quality
among sites were observed.
In the laboratory, individual adult female Acartia hudsonica were immediately, but
carefully, captured by their antenna or urosome, to avoid crushing, with a pair of sharp-ended
forceps (Dupont # 5 Tweezers), and immersed into a 1.5mL microcentrifuge tube containing
200µl Tri Reagent (MRC, Inc., Cincinnati, OH 45212), and frozen at -80°C until molecular
analyses.

Isoform Expression AnalysisAnalyses of mutant and wild-type isoform expression for individual A. hudsonica and
criteria for assigning expression groups were done according to the methods described in chapter
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two. RNA was extracted from approximately 48 adult female A. hudsonica copepods per
sampling trip. An additional 120 individuals were analyzed from a replicate tow from the May 9
Northport, NY, and April 6 Tuckerton, NJ, samples.

Statistical Analyses:
Student’s t-tests and one-way ANOVA were used to compare two or more groups of
data, respectively. If distributions of ratios failed normality, a log10 transformation was applied,
with the log10 transformed value used for the parametric tests. If normality was still not achieved
with the transformation, a non-parametric test was conducted using the original values (Mann
Whitney U or Kruskal-Wallis test). If differences were found among groups, the appropriate
post-hoc test (parametric vs. non-parametric) was performed. A chi-squared test was used to
determine if differences in the distribution of expression groups changed. All statistical tests
were performed using Sigma Plot 11.0 with an alpha value of 0.05.

Results:
Comparisons among populations:
Sampling times were partitioned into early, mid, and late, corresponding to periods of the
growth season of A. hudsonica. Specifically: early season included ME:4/6, CT: 2/7, NJ 3/16;
mid-season included ME: 4/26, CT: 4/2, NJ 4/6; late season was ME: 6/22, CT: 6/9 & 6/20, NJ:
6/7. Comparisons among populations were made for dates within the same periods. Overall,
there were no consistent differences among the ME, CT and NJ populations to support the
hypothesis, although some differences were found. Early in the season, the ME and NJ
populations had higher wild-type: mutant sodium channel isoform expression ratios (Figure 2,
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ANOVA p<0.05) and proportionally fewer PMI individuals (Figure 3, chi-squared) compared to
CT. Mid season, there was no difference in isoform ratios or the relative contribution of each
expression group among populations (ANOVA, chi-squared, p>0.05). There was no difference
between replicate tows from the May 6 NJ samples, therefore the two tows were pooled together
for analysis. Importantly, increased sample size (n= 168) did not alter interpretations.
Toxic blooms regularly occur in the Gulf of Maine, and a PSP event was reported for the
ME sampling region between the mid and late season dates
(http://www.whoi.edu/page.do?pid=99396). The toxic bloom did not affect mutant isoform
expression. There was no difference in wild-type: mutant isoform ratios between ME and NJ
during the late season sampling period. The June 20 CT sample had a lower wild-type: mutant
isoform ratio compared to ME (Figure 2, ANOVA, p<0.05). In addition, the ME and CT
populations had proportionally fewer EI individuals compared to the NJ population late in the
season (Figure 3, chi-squared). The results falsify the hypothesis that the historically-exposed
population (ME) has higher mutant isoform expression.

Comparisons within populations:
The wild-type: mutant isoform ratios did not change for ME and NJ; however, CT
decreased between June 9 and June 20 (Figure 2, t-test, CT). The relative proportion of each
expression group in the CT and ME populations did not change (Figure 3, chi-squared). The
relative proportion of PMI individuals in NJ increased after March 16, but decreased after April
6 (Figure 3, chi-squared, CT).

Comparisons during the progression of a toxic bloom:
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Mutant isoform expression over the course of the bloom offered conflicting support for
the hypothesis. The wild-type: mutant isoform ratios of the replicate tows conducted on May 9
did not differ, and were pooled for analysis. The 2011 toxic Alexandrium spp. bloom in
Northport, NY, lasted approximately four weeks and reached a maximum density of ~8,000 cells
L-1 on May 9 (Figure 4, square boxes). Adult A. hudsonica density was highest prior to the toxic
bloom on April 11, at ~0.75 L-1, and decreased to undetectable limits between May 23 and June
1, when a large bloom of gelatinous zooplankton was observed (data not presented). Density of
A. hudsonica adults rose to 9.0 x 10-3 adults L-1on June 13 (Figure 4, triangles). There was a
decrease in the wild-type: mutant isoform ratio one week after the peak Alexandrium spp. cell
densities (Figure 4, ANOVA). This was consistent with the hypothesis; however, there was no
simultaneous increase in the frequency of PMI individuals. The relative composition of
expression groups only changed from April 11 to May 2, nearly three weeks prior to the peak of
the bloom, with an increase in the frequency of PWI (Figure 5, chi-squared analysis). In
summary, there was no consistent evidence in support of the hypothesis that the mutant isoform
would increase during the progression of a toxic Alexandrium bloom.

Discussion:
I hypothesized that Acartia hudsonica from populations that co-occur with toxic
Alexandrium spp. (e.g., ME) would have increased mutant sodium channel expression compared
to populations that have rarely or never been exposed to toxic cells (e.g., CT and NJ). Further,
since evolutionary adaptation of A. hudsonica to toxic Alexandrium occurred rapidly (Colin and
Dam, 2004), I predicted that mutant sodium channel isoform expression would increase over the
course of a natural toxic Alexandrium spp. bloom. The results of the present study do not support
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either of these hypotheses. The current study is consistent with the other findings of my thesis,
which suggest that the novel sodium channel mutation does not confer an adaptive advantage to
copepods feeding on toxic algae.

Comparisons among populations:
The first hypothesis was falsified with the observation that the ME Acartia hudsonica
population did not have increased mutant sodium channel isoform expression (Fig. 2) nor
proportionally more PMI individuals (Fig. 3) compared to the CT and NJ populations. In fact, the
opposite was documented. The CT population had a lower wild-type: mutant isoform ratio and
higher relative proportion of PMI individuals compared to ME and NJ at the beginning and end
of the study period. The causes for these differences are unknown, but are unlikely associated
with toxic Alexandrium spp. blooms. First, there were no reported blooms in CT (pers. obs., CT
DEEP). Next, a PSP closure event was recorded for the ME sampling site on approximately May
6, 2011, prior to the last sampling date, yet no change in isoform ratios occurred. Lastly, results
from chapter two showed no advantage, cost, or trade-off associated with the wild-type sodium
channel isoform. Other biotic and abiotic factors may have contributed to the homogeneity of
isoform expression among sampling sites.
The similarity of isoform expression among sites could be due to a high connectivity of
copepod populations. Recent evidence suggests that dispersal may not be random, but favors
adapted genotypes (Edelaar and Bolnick, 2012); however, phylogenetic analyses of a congener
summer species, Acartia tonsa, showed geographic isolation among estuaries off the Eastern
Coast of the USA (Caudill and Bucklin, 2004). Flow patterns of water masses containing toxic
Alexandrium spp. cells in the Gulf of Maine also suggest isolation of northern plankton
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populations (Anderson et al., 1994). Lastly, high dispersal of A. hudsonica cannot explain the
genetic differences observed among northern and southern populations in the common garden
experiments of Colin and Dam (Colin and Dam, 2002a; 2007). It is therefore unlikely that the
low degree of differences in isoform ratios among the ME, CT, and NJ populations is from
connectivity.
Geographic adaptation of A. hudsonica to toxic Alexandrium spp. was not tested for the
populations sampled during this study. The negative results may be from relaxation of selection
among sites. This is also unlikely. While the Colin and Dam studies (2002, 2004, 2007) used
animals collected circa 2000, additional studies conducted between years 2000-2010 showed that
A. hudsonica copepods from Maine consistently had higher ingestion rates on toxic Alexandrium
spp. compared to NJ populations (Dam and Haley, 2011; Senft-Batoh, 2012; Senft et al., 2011).
Further, selective pressure from toxic Alexandrium spp. blooms has continued to occur annually
in the Gulf of Maine (Anderson Lab, WHOI; http://www.whoi.edu/redtide/). Northern ME A.
hudsonica populations still appear to be locally adapted to toxic Alexandrium spp. This
geographic adaptation is not associated with the mutant sodium channel isoform.

Mutant isoform expression during a toxic Alexandrium spp. bloom:
Some evidence in support of my second hypothesis was apparent late in the toxic
Alexandrium spp. bloom. The wild-type: mutant sodium channel isoform ratio decreased one
week after peak Alexandrium spp. cell concentrations (Fig. 4). While this decrease supports my
hypothesis, it should be interpreted cautiously. The Alexandrium spp. peak occurred
approximately four weeks after the initiation of the bloom; A. hudsonica has a generation time of
three to four weeks. Thus, the decrease had to be from mortality of PWI or EI individuals, or
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both. This was not seen. There was no relative change in the composition of expression groups
during the progression of the toxic bloom (Fig. 5). Nor was there a change in expression after a
reported PSP event occurred near the ME sampling site. Alexandrium concentrations during both
of these blooms were above the concentrations of toxic cells that elicited an adaptive response in
laboratory measurements. Lastly, laboratory experiments did not find selective mortality of PWI
individuals on a toxic A. fundyense (Chapter 3-Selection). It is unclear what caused the decrease
in wild-type: mutant ratio, but it cannot be attributed to toxic Alexandrium spp.
In the absence of a clear link between the mutant sodium channel isoform and geographic
adaptation to PSTs, other potential mechanisms should be explored. Geographically adapted A.
hudsonica populations may also produce increased amounts of proteins (e.g., saxiphilin and
PSTPB) that neutralize PSTs (Lenarčič et al., 2000; Morabito and Moczydlowski, 1994;
Yotsu‐Yamashita et al., 2001). Paralytic shellfish toxins from toxic Alexandrium spp.
incapacitate their grazers (Ives, 1987) and have been hypothesized to ultimately kill through
starvation (Avery and Dam, 2007; Colin and Dam, 2004). If adaptation to toxic Alexandrium
spp. occurred through increased tolerance to starvation, then the mechanism conferring this
advantage should be investigated. More broadly, adaptation of A. hudsonica to toxic algae may
be the result of numerous gene expression pathways that encompass the production of many
enzymes (Ferea et al., 1999). Gene expression changes helped researchers identify regulatory
pathways used by fish to adapt to stressful environments (Aluru and Vijayan, 2009). The use of
modern high throughput sequencing technology to compare differences among geographic
populations (Wang et al., 2009) may aid our understanding of local adaptation in A. hudsonica
populations.
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Figure Legends:
Figure 1: Sampling sites along the northeast coast of the US. Exact coordinates and sampling
dates can be found in Methods section.

Figure 2: Wild-type: mutant sodium channel isoform ratios from Casco Bay, ME (top panel),
Avery Point, CT (middle panel) and Tuckerton, NJ (bottom panel) during year 2011. A symbol
(*) indicates a change in isoform ratio from the previous date at that site (ANOVA, p<0.05).
Letters (A, B) indicate statistical groupings within similar sampling times among geographic
locations (ANOVA, p<0.05). Line within the box is the median; perimeter lines and whiskers
are 25th & 75th and 10th & 90th percentiles, respectively, and black circles are outliers. A PSP
event was observed on ~May 6, 2011 at the ME sampling site.

Figure 3: Relative proportion of isoform expression groups among geographic locations and
sampling dates (see methods for expression group definition). An arrow indicates a change in
composition from the previous sampling date within a given location (ANOVA, p<0.05), while
letters (A, B) indicate statistical groupings within similar sampling dates among locations (chisquared analyses).

Figure 4: Wild-type: mutant sodium channel isoform ratios of individual A. hudsonica during the
progression of the 2011 toxic Alexandrium spp. bloom in Northport Harbor, NY (squares +1
SD), with adult A. hudsonica densities (triangles +1 SD). A symbol (*) indicates a change in
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isoform ratio from the previous date within that sampling site (ANOVA, p<0.05). Line within
the box is the median; perimeter lines and whiskers are 25th & 75th and 10th & 90th percentiles,
respectively, and black points are outliers.

Figure 5: Relative proportion of isoform expression groups (see methods for expression group
definition) during the 2011 toxic Alexandrium spp. bloom in Northport Harbor, NY (squares +1
SD). An arrow indicates a change in composition from the previous sampling date (chi-squared
analyses).
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Figures:
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Figure 1: Map of Geographic Sampling Sites
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Chapter 5
Summary and Future Directions
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Copepods are important grazers of toxic phytoplankton in coastal waters. The evolution
of toxin-adaptation will determine the extent to which copepods can control toxic algal blooms
or transfer toxins to higher trophic levels (Dam 2013). Some populations of the copepod Acartia
hudsonica have demonstrated adaptation to paralytic shellfish toxins (PSTs) produced by the
dinoflagellate genus Alexandrium (Colin and Dam, 2002a; 2004; 2007). A novel mutation of the
voltage-gated sodium channel in A. hudsonica was hypothesized to be the mechanism that
confers PST-adaptation and is the target of selection by toxic Alexandrium spp. (Chen, 2010).
In this dissertation I rigorously tested the hypothesis that the sodium channel mutation in
A. hudsonica is adaptive in the presence of toxic Alexandrium spp. These results were intended
to explain the mechanisms responsible for rapid evolution to PSTs and the observed adaptation
of historically exposed populations of A. hudsonica. The main findings of my dissertation
research are:

1) Expressing the mutant sodium channel isoform is not advantageous to ingestion rate (I), egg
production rate (EPR), and gross growth efficiency (GGE) of Acartia hudsonica in the presence
of toxic Alexandrium fundyense. These results were observed on sole food toxic diets as well as
in food mixtures in which toxin dose varied widely. Hence, the mutant sodium channel isoform
does not appear to be associated with tolerance to PSTs. Furthermore, in the absence of toxic
food there is no obvious cost to expressing the mutant sodium channel isoform, nor is there a
trade-off across toxic to non-toxic environments for I, EPR, and GGE (Chapter 2).

2) Expression of mutant sodium channel isoforms is not inducible by toxic Alexandrium. There
were no differences in isoform expression among toxin exposed and non-exposed groups over
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six days. Further, within a given cohort, there was no difference in mutant sodium channel
expression between copepods reared on either toxic or non-toxic food (Chapter 3).

3) The mutant sodium channel isoform is not the target of selection by toxic Alexandrium
fundyense. I demonstrated that selective pressure from toxic A. fundyense had no effect on
mutant sodium channel isoform expression. The mutant sodium channel is not associated with
rapid evolutionary adaptation in A. hudsonica to toxic A. fundyense (Chapter 3).

4) There are no consistent differences among geographically separate populations of A.
hudsonica, with differing histories of exposure to PSTs, in mutant sodium channel isoform
expression. Moreover, there was little change in isoform expression within those populations.
Hence, adaptation of historically exposed populations cannot be explained by the mutant sodium
channel isoform (Chapter 4).

5) Mutant isoform expression changed over the course of a natural toxic Alexandrium spp.
bloom; however, supporting evidence that it was due to toxic prey is limited. I sampled the 2011
toxic bloom in Northport Harbor, NY, spanning before, during and after the bloom. The ratio of
wild-type: mutant isoforms decreased one week after peak toxic cell densities. This decrease did
not yield an increase in predominantly mutant isoform individuals, nor was it supported by other
results from my dissertation. Hence, changes in expression cannot be attributed to the toxic
cells.

Conclusions:
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Overall, the main hypothesis of this dissertation was not supported. The mutant sodium channel
isoform is not adaptive to PSTs. This conclusion is consistent across all experiments. My
dissertation offers definitive evidence that other mechanisms must confer an account for the
observed adaptation of A. hudsonica to toxic Alexandrium spp.

Other Potential Mechanisms of Adaptation:
Understanding the mechanisms of PST-adaptation in A. hudsonica is important to
predicting the effects of proliferating toxic algae in marine ecosystems. As I detailed in chapters
two through four, there are several other pathways that could lead to tolerance in A. hudsonica.
As a first step, I recommend testing other physiological mechanisms that could lead to tolerance.
For example, since PSTs have been hypothesized to ultimately kill through starvation (Avery and
Dam, 2007; Colin and Dam, 2004), mechanisms contributing to tolerance to starvation could
explain differential survival among adapted and non-adapted populations. If tolerance to
starvation was found to correlate with PST-adaptation, then molecular mechanisms related to
starvation should be explored. For example, multiple enzymes related to lipid biogenesis were
found to increase in starvation selected lines compared to control lines in Drosophila
melanogastor, (Harshman et al., 1999). Next, since tolerant A. hudsonica populations show
lower toxin retention efficiency relative to susceptible populations (Dam and Haley, 2011),
mechanisms of toxin degradation or neutralization should be explored. For instance, proteins that
bind to PSTs and inhibit ion channel blockage, such as the saxiphilins, (Lenarčič et al., 2000;
Morabito and Moczydlowski, 1994; Yotsu‐Yamashita et al., 2001) merit further attention.
At the cellular level, there are other ion channels that are susceptible to PSTs. Yet, there
is little research to date on the effects of PSTs on other cellular receptors. Non-voltage-gated
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sodium channels (Liebeskind et al., 2012) and calcium channels (Llewellyn, 2009) may also
contain binding site mutations that are advantageous in the presence of toxins. Support for this
hypothesis would raise interesting questions concerning tolerance and resistance; resistance
could result from binding site mutations in any receptive channel. Lastly, comparative analyses
of the transcriptome from tolerant and susceptible populations will help identify molecular
pathways that differ among populations (Wang et al., 2009), as adaptation can be the result of
numerous gene expression pathways (Ferea et al., 1999). The use of ‘omics’ technologies (e.g.,
transcriptomic, proteomics) may be useful to define future avenues of research (Dupont et al.,
2007).
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